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NUMBER 9.

a sheep’s tongue, and, calling his fath
SAM JHUSTON’S SECRET.
AMERICAN G-lfeLS WITH TITLES
er’s attention to the fact, the sheep was
caught and examined. Upon opening Why the Old Man Left Tennessee Some of Them Who Won Them
Chicagoans Who Will Not Support
After sifting out of the Republican Harrison’s Labor Eecord Thorough Its Weaknness Insures Certain Dem its
..... . .............. £
*
mouth it was seen that a ring of
and Went to Texas.
With Thier Husbands While
ocratic
Success.
Harrison—For Cleveland and
platform adopted yesterday at Chicago
some
kind was around the sheep’s
ly
Ventilated.
The .blank in the history of the
POLITICAL HOT SHOT.
Traveling Abroad.
A. K. McClure's Chicago Telegram to Phila tongue. After a few moments it was
Tariff Reform.
the undisputed propositions of public
delphia
Times.
The
following
arc the names of some,
famous
Sam
Houston
has
at
last
been
taken off and found to be a solid gold
Now- that' the sober second thought is policy as to which there is no material The Allegations of a Leading K. of
“Tippecanoe and Chinese too.”
Is general Harrison a strong candi ring, with a handsome swt, valued at filled up. It will be remembered that of the American girls who have won
reached,
the
Republicans
who
are
dis
varience among political parties there
L.—The Republican Candidate
Chinese are rat-ifving the nomina
date against President Cleveland? I about $7. How the ring came on the after living for some time among the husbands with titles while traveling
gusted with the platform and ticket are is very little left. In the hotch-potch
the Attorney of Monopolies.
tion of Harrison.
think not, and in that judgment I re sheep’s tongue will probably remain a Cherokee Indians, and fighting in the abroad:
expressing
themselves
freely.
In
Chi

of roaring rigmarole there is a fairly
mystery, as it had been there sometime,
The Labor Element to be
. Harrison prefers a ChinamSn to the
flect
the sober convictions of a very being deeply imbedded in the flesh.
war of 1812, he settled in Tennessee,
Baroness Quantorze of Belgium, Miss
cago, where the convention was held, clear declaration in favor of making
Organized.
Irish or Germans.
Gordon of Ohio.
large
proportion
of
the
delegates
combegan
to
practice
law,
was
twice
elect

Republicans
prominent
in
business
are
needed reduction of taxation by the
When Pomp Robinson, of Montezu
Young Tippecanoe
Indianapolis, July 4.—E. E. Gould,
Princess de Lynar of France, Miss
not pleased with the nomination and repeal of internal taxes, and by an in one of the leaders of the Knights of posing the convention. He is especially ma, Ga., was a young man he and an ed to Congress, and in 1S27 was elected Parsons of Ohio?
And old Moneybags, too.
Lady Churchill’ of England Miss
crease of tariff duties to check im Labor here, says the members of his weakened in both Indiana and Illinois other fiddler were on their way to a Governor of Tennessee, and in January,
When the G. O. P. make their salt platform.
by the damaging issue made between dancing frolic on shanks’ mare. They 1829, he was married to the belle of Jerome of New York.
H.
P.
Hutchinson
said:
“
It
’
s
the
ports of articles produced in this coun order everywhere are hostile to Har
river trip they will diet on rice.
Tennessee,
and
in
less
than
two
months
Harrison and Gresham. Had it been stopped and sat down on a log near a
Lady Harcourt of England, Miss
poorest that could have been made. try. The proposition to place wool on
It is a condition that confronts us— I shall vote the prohibition ticket. It's the free list is condemned, and the rison. “Workingmen everywhere are merely an issue between two able branch in the moon light to rest, and after his marriage he suddenly resigned Motley of Boston.
the
Governorship,
deserted
his
wife
Baroness de Riviere of Italy, Miss
not a theory.—Grover Cleveland.
time for the Republican party to dfe. Mills bill in its entirety is denounced. against the Republican candidate,” Republican soldiers, it would be of while resting struck up “Billy in the and home, and disappeared.
This
The Chinese of New York City are I have voted the ticket all my life, but As a further set-off to the Democratic Gould continued, “because of his avow little moment which was victor or van Low Grounds” on their old “Betsey’s” created an intense sensation through Blunt of Mobile.
Countess Amadei of Italy. Miss Lewis
forming a “Hallison and Molton Club.” free rum, tobacco and Harrison are too policy of tax reduction, increased ex ed sympathy with leading railway cor quished, but the issue that divided and to pass away the time. Soon as the out the country, as Houston was of Connecticut.
music
started
an
old
ring-tail
coon
much for me.”
penditure
is
recommended
for
the
re

John Sherman is “icicle John” no
Countess Galia of Italy, Miss Roberts
Theodore Schwartz said: “I am out habilitation of our merchant marine, porations and his position on the Chi intensified their followers went deep came down out of a tree by the light of regarded as the most promising man
longer. He is hot and red hot at that. of the Republican party. Free w hisky for a larger naval force, for more forti nese question. His record in the Uni into the convictions of the disputants. the moon and proceed to waltz, out in in the South. The cause of Houston’s of Philadelphia.
Harrison was the candidate of the old
resignation of the Governorship, his
The firm is Harrison, Depew & El and tobacco and clear wool are more fications, more guns, more pensions, ted States Senate is somewhat a blank, and much distrusted machinery of the front of them. Pomp made for him desertion of his bride, and his abandon Lady Hezketh of England, Miss Shar
on of California.
with
a
stick
and
up
a
sapling
he
went.
than
I
can
stand.
I
shall
vote
for
more
internal
improvements,
and
for
kins, but the greatest of these is Elkins.
but wherever opportunity offered his party; Gresham was the candidate of
ment of the path of civilization has
Cleveland.”
interoceanic canals. There is a hint personal influence was used in the in the unorganized but earnest Republican The fiddler started off' and the coon always been a mystery. He never Countess de Coetlogon of Italy, Miss
“Kid Glove” Harrison is the way the
Blake of Boston.
down again. A large stick was
Josiah Stiles, a leading packer, says: of national expenditure for free schools,
it himself to his civilized
and the vindictive hostility of came
Lady Waterton of England, Miss
procured and old zip dispatched just revealed
Absolutely Pure. Republican candidate is dubbed in In “I never cast a Democratic vote in my but no absolute committal to that pol terest of incorporated monopoly, while people,
friends.
A
reporter
sent
to
Tahlequah,
all the old line candidates to Gresham because
Hamilton of California.
he was fond of good music.
life, but can’t stand so much protection icy.
he himself usually dodged the issue.
Th is powder never varies. A marvel of diana.
and his preordained defeat have left
Indian Territory, to write up the Indian
Baroness von Rosen of Sweden, Miss
purity, strength and wholesomeness. More
“The war taxes must he continued,” on clothing and free whisky. I am for- In a word, the Republican party goes
“When the Chinese restriction bill wounds which are much deeper than
A farmer, in crossing a river near troubles; obtain from undoubted au Moore of Philadelphia.
to the country as opposing tax re first came before the Senate he spoke the scars of individual conflict. While
ecomieal than the ordinary kinds, and can is the declaration of the itepublican Cleveland.”
thority
facts
that
clear
up
this
mystery.
Baroness de Charette of Italy, Miss
not be sold in competition with the multi
A young leading commission mer duction except upon whisky and to against it. When it came to a vote he the nominee resides in one of the lead Benkelman, Neb., on his way to town
When Houston resigned the Govern
tude of low test, short weight alnm or phos party.
chant said: “The free whiskey and pro bacco, or the alternative plan of re showed his cowardice by dodging it. ing doubtful States and should give the other morning, found an old man orship he rode straight from Tennessee’s Polk of Tennessee.
phate powders. Sold only in cans. Royal
Baroness von Fricson of Germany,
Reducing the surplus—Calico Foster tection planks in the platform will sink ducing revenue by increasing tariff du Il passed the Senate, however, but was special inspiration and strength to his fast in one of the quicksands which are capital to the Arkansaw river. He fell
Baking Powder Co.. 100 Wall street. N. Y.
Miss Smith of Philadelphia.
common
along
the
river.
He
was
the
candidates.
Nobody
could
be
elect

ties
to
the
prohibitive
point
on
goods
“
frying
the
fat
”
out
of
protected
manuvetoed by the President. Subsequently party in Indiana, no dispassionate
Coct87’ly.
with a band of Osage Indians near
Marquise de Valori of France, Miss
to the armpits, and slowly sink in
ed on such issues.”
that may he produced in this country. it came to another vote, with a view of
intelligent observer of the issue buried
the present site of Fort Gibson, told Ladoux of New Orleans. Marquise de
factuiers.
ing
deeper.
He
had
evidently
been
A. M. Wright, the mugwump, said: They would also obviate the necessity passing it over the President’s head. and
raised in both Indiana and Illinois by
them he desired to live with the tribe, Gauey of France, Miss Ridgway New
Satan Rebuking Sin—the Chicago “I want free soilers, they are for free of tax reduction by largei*expenditure.
f.RE YOU HERVQiJS?
In this case Mr. Harrison voted to sus the selection of Genera! Harrison can there several hours. When the farmer and he was welcomed. He donned , a
Convention denouncing trusts and com trade, hut not for free whisky. Nobody
Here is a plain issue, easily under tain the veto. Later on, during the doubt that any candidate outside of attempted to pull him out he fought breech-clout and a blanket, shaved his Orleans.
Constant w.rry and work, in stiop and kitchen,
Viscountess de Boys of Italy, Miss
oflicc or parlor, destroy nerve force. Excess in any
can beat Cleveland.”
stood, and there is nothing else in same session of Congress, the same bill Indiana would have been ihore likely despe-iately, and even after the farmer, head to the crown, and daubed his face
bi nations.
direction surely ends in sleeplessness, forgetfulness,
with the assistance of another man, with paint. He cut himself off entirely Milleuherger of New Orleans.
W. T. Baker said: “There will be question.
was
again
introduced,
except
that
the
to
carry
that
State,
and
that
Illinois,
Chinese
lanterns
will
be
very
appro

morbid fears, and other symptoms of
Marquise dc Mores of France, Miss
had rescued him, he attempted to
three mugwumps where there was one
The fustian of opposing “combina
priate at Republican meetings this in 1884; the name is growing popularity tions” and “trusts” while supporting prohibition of Chinese immigration while probably not doubtful, will be jump into the treacherous sands again. from civilization and lived with the Von Hoffman of New York.
was
restricted
for
10
years
instead
of
Indians.
vigorously
contested
against
Harrison
NERVOUS DEBILITY.
Countess de Susaunct of France, Miss
His mind is still deranged as a result of
campaign.
So are low tariff and Cleveland.”
the policy ol discrimination which 20 as in the original hill. On that occa and his majority greatly reduced.
For a time he was a leader and mar French of Albany.
Every part of our bodies is filled with nerves, and
his terrible experience. From papers ried
James
II.
Walker,
dry
goods
jobber,
makes
combinations
and
trusts
possi

They
do
say
that
John
Sherman
is
sion
Mr.
Harrison
voted
against
the
an
Indian
girl,
hut
afterward
he
Some
clear
understanding
of
the
situ

the wear and tear of the nervous system results in
Princess Colonna of Italy, Miss
ble; prating about a merchant marine bill restricting Chinese immigration. ation presented by General Harrison’s found upon him he is supposed to be became a drunkard. While under the
dizziness, heart troubles, deranged digestion, neu
mad. Don’t blame him; be lias reason says: “I am a Mugwump hereafter.”
Col. Robert Hill was a mugwump in and in the same breath opposing free In defending his position upon the sub nomination may be conveyed by the Edwin Powers, of Wano, Kansas. He influence of whiskey he told the story Mackay of California.
ralgia, and kidney diseases. Strengthen the nerves,
to be mad.
$1,000 in currency in a belt around of his flight from Tennessee to John
and at once the stifle cr is
’84, and still is one. His partner, John ships, and affecting to be concerned for ject among his Republican associates
that while California reluctantly had
his
body.
The chief element in Harrison’s Bradbury, says: “I was a Massachusetts the interests ot labor while insisting at Indianapolis, he argued that the fact
Old But Vigorous.
voted for Harrison at the last, every
Jorley, an Indian companion. Jorley
A NEW MAN.
strength seems to he that he had a Mugwump. Our ranks have been large upon the maintenance of a system Chinese ought, to be enfranchised, and member of that delegation did not con A few days ago the Treasury Depart told it to Wolff Star, and from the latter
Mr.
Thurman
’s short speeches indi
ly increased since the fulmination of which robs the employee for the bene if the Republican party would do this ceal his firm belief that California
Ask your doctor if Celery is good for nervous dis
grandfather.
the correspondent got it.
cate
a
sound
mind
in a sound body, and
eases, and be says, Yes. Ask Mm if Coca is good,
the Republican platform. Business fit of the employer, will pass with in it would give them the Chinese A'ote. would surely vote for Cleveland against ment received from Brooklyn the half
Houston’s wife married him to please
At Chicago Sherman had the sus men in the Republican party will not telligent men for what it is worth.
and he says, Yes. But he never thought of '■oma $20 dollar note and an affidavit
this ought not to be a matter of surprise
Then by allowing unrestricted immi either Sherman or Harrison, both of of
her
parents.
She
had
been
engaged
to
biiHng them! Celery and Coca are
pense, Alger the expense,and Harrison be afraid of Cleveland, as they were
Polygamy gets its usual knock, Civil gration from China the party could whom are on record in oppositionlo made by Mrs. Ann Ennis, of Washing a young man in Nashville, hut, under for a man of 75.
ton, in which she swore that the other
four years ago.”
Service reform its usual platitude, and populate America witli Cliinese votes anti-Chinese Legislation by congress.
influence, broke off the engage Michael Eugene Chevreul, the fam
The BEST NERVE TON/CS the railroads.
half had been chewed up by her child. parental
Similiar expressions were heard the foreign policy of the Cleveland Ad to suit any emergency so long as they
ment and accepted Houston’s offer of ous chemist, is still alive at 101 years
With
Harrison
weakened
in
Indiana
The
Republicans
ruined
the
navy
and their spec.al sedative, strengthening and stimu
everywhere. A11 intimate friend of ministration indiscriminate dispraise. were true to the party that granted and Illinois by issues which have defied The next day the Treasury Department marriage, and in view of his prospects, of age.
lating powers are fully obtained in
while in power, hut are now in favor Patterson, of the Tribune, said that But these are matters of routine and
received an affidavit from John Shea,
them the right of suffrage.”
The Emperor William recently died
mid now defy party discipline each of New York, which also contained it was thought she had made a brilliant
of rebuilding it.
Medill is disgusted and will leave Chi are of no account.
“Is this all there is against him?”
year, with California and Nevada next half of a $20 Treasury note, which he match. He loved the young woman, at the age of 90.
The significant omission of the plat “No, sir, it is not,” emphatically re to certain to vote against him and with
“Free homes,” built out of taxed cago until the campaign closes, and
and wjts made to believe that she re W. W. Corcoran, the Washington
Mtivpr Patters n to swal form is the customary coddling word plied Mr. Gould. “Aside from his bad New York offered nothing in Harrison’s desired to have redeemed. Shea’s turned his affection. Houston had no banker, died this year, 89 years old.
lumber ami other material, is the cry leave
affidavit
stated
that
the
bill
had
been
low the crow in the platform.
for the Prohibitionists. The temper record in the Senate, he is tlie attorney candidacy to enlist the Curtis Indepen
Dr. Dollinger, the theologian, still
knowledge of the previous engagement,
of the Republicans.
I11 the Yolks-Zeitung, Editor She ance poker is getting red hot and the for numerous railways and telegraph dents or to divert business interests torn in half accidentally, and that he and his wife managed to maintain out lives, 88 years of age, at which age Mr.
had
lost
the
other
half.
This
number
Harrison’s Platform: Protection—to vitch paid his respects to candidate 'platform builders were afraid to touch companies, and no confidence is placed from Cleveland, there is little assurance
cheerfulness for some time. He Bronson Alcott recently died.
the same number as the half ward
monopoly. Equal rights ami free citi Harrison in vigorous language. He it.
in him bv the masses who are seeking of victory for the Republican candi bore
returned home one night about eleven
George Bancroft, the historian, and
which
had
been
received
from
Mrs.
called the attention of his readers to
Except for its stand on the tariff legislation which these institutions op date. Around his neck will hang the
o’clock, and his wife was in bed and Marshal Von Moltke are 87.
zenship— to the Chinese.
the fact that besides being a rampant question the platform is weak. On the pose. As an indication of his loyalty platform distinctly approving war and Ennis the day before. The two halves she was weeping. The husband was
Theodore Woolsey and Cardinal
If any one asks you if Harrison will protectionist, Mr. Harrison, while in tariff question—while we believe it to
laid together, and it was found solicitous and the wife fretful. He Newman
to railroad companies in times of emer monopoly, taxes and the continuance were
arc 86. Louis Kossuth lives
that
the
torn
edges
matched
exactly.
he elected, just turn his name back the Senate, was a strong champion of lie hopelessly wrong—we are ready to gency,
it is only necessary to refer to
asked what caused her tears, and she at 85, and Neal Dow was defeated wnen
millions of yearly surplus extorted
the Pacific railroad monopoly and de admit the candor of the platform ut his course pending the railroad strike of
wards and say, no sir rail.
Two gentlemen were walking along gave no satisfactory answer. He im a candidate for mayor in Portland, Me.,
from our industries, and what party
Fremont was with the Republican fender of the big corporations with terances. The party libs thereby de of 1877, on which occasion he implored can thus face the embarrassed business the banks of a stream near Mecklen portuned her, and at last she told him. at 84.
which
the
country
is
cursed.
“
As
a
clared
itself
unreservedly
in
favor
of
She said she was a bad wicked wom
Ferdinand De Lesseps and David
This medicine is invaluable in the treatment of all
party at its beginning, and he is again lawyer,” says Mr. Shevitch, “he is dis using the power of taxation, intended the Governor to order out the troops and overtaxed labor of the country and burg, Va., when their attention was
drawn to a noise near them in the an; that she did not love her husband, Dudley Field are 82; General Joseph E.
ncrvfcus disorders. When the brain is exhausted, a
and shoot down the strikers. Gov. Wil win at the polls?
with
it,
as
it
ends
—
this
fall.
tinguished
by
being
counsel
for
two
big
to keep the wheels of government go liams stoutly resisted his influence,
little of this wonderful nerve tonic will give it tone
That the battle will be desperate all water. It was ascertained that the but loved another man; that she never Johnston, John G Whittier and Bonand elasti-ity. With the Celery and Coca, arc com
Harrison has asserted time and again railroads and associate counsel of the ing, to keep other wheels going at the claiming that the men were peaceable well know; that monopoly will contrib noise was caused by a fight between a could love her husband or forget the amy Price the economist, and Jefferson
plied the best blood purifiers and kidney and liver
general expense in the pursuance of a and that there was no necessity for ute more than ever in the past to monster spider and a frog. Whenever other man, and that her life was Davis arc 80.
that “$1 per day and two meals were Standard Oil Company.
regulators. It surely
policy of deliberate favoritism.
Marshal MacMahon and Cardinal
such action. At this he mustered up a mislead public sentiment and debauch the two would come together the spider miserable. She confessed that for some*
enough for any workingman.”
Nervous Prostration.Nervous Head
While the Republicans are charging
Every monopolist in the land and company of his own and drilled the political action, is as well known would seize the frog with its poisonous time before she had been engaged to Manning are 79; Mr. Gladstone, Oliver
Murat Halstead predicts that feuds the Mills’ bill with being a free trade every vote controlled by monopoly will men, so as to have them in readiness. to-day as it will be known in November; fangs; the frog would then, by a su marry Houston she had maintained il Wendall Holmes, Tennyson and Han
have been engendered at Chicago that document the fact is it does not go near come forward to support the ticket Upon the same occasion he made a but even desperation and debauchery preme effort, shake his enemy off and licit telations with the other man. nibal Hamlin are 78.
iche.Neuralgia, NervousWcakntss,
launched upon this national declara speed), from which the following is may easily overstrain themselves as hop away to a peculiar-looking plant, Houston never said a word, but imme Pope Leo XIII, Senator Payne, of
itomach t ad l.iuer Diseases, and all
will continue for a generation.
as far as President Arthur did in his tion of partisan belief and intention.
iffections cf the Kidneys.
verbatim and substantiated by affida political factors in this enlighted age, which grew near, and after biting off diately went to his office, wrote his res Ohio, and Senator Morril are 77; Mar
Probably the one delegate who so tariff message. He said:
vits:
and Gresham’s tinpail brigade would a portion of its leaves and eating them ignation as Governor, saddled a horse shall Bazaine, John Bright, Kinglake,
Recommended by professional and business men.
far forgot himself its to vote for Foraker
I recommend an enlargement of the
Were I the Governor, I’d force those have been tenfold more dangerous as would return to the combat with re and rude into the wilderness. This is the historian, and Robert Browning are
A
Diffuse
Platform.
Send for book.
on the fourth ballot was drunk.
free list so as to include within it the
men back to work or shoot them down popular political agents than all the newed energy. The two gentlemen the mystery of Houston’s life as revealed 76. Ex-President Grevy, John C. Fre
Price $l.oc. Sold by druggists.
As the Chicago Herald puts it, the numerous articles which yield incon Philadeldhia Times.]
on the spot.
mont, and Mr. Thurman are 75.
money of all the monopoly clubs in the watched the interesting combat for a by himself.
WELLS. MCUEPMOU & CO.. Proprietors
It
must
be
acknowledged
at
once
siderable
revenue;
a
simplification
of
long time, when one of them concluded
“And upon another occasion during Union.
This is sufficient to Rhow that there is
Houston kept a little store among
I’T’ri ’T.’GTON. VT
Republican platform is: “Wear fewer the complex and inconsistent schedule
that he would keep the frog away from the Indians and always had a barrel of much life and vigor in a man at 75 if
that the Republican platform is com the same trouble he declared in a
clothes and drink more whisky.”
of duties upon certain manufactures,
the plant, which it seemed to be using whiskey on tap. He drank all the time. lie will take care of himself. If Mr.
speech that ‘A dollar a day and two
Those young chaps who have been particularly those of cotton, iron and prehensive. It contains about three meals are enough for any working Short Stories of Queer Happenings, as an antidote for the poison of the In this way he lived for a couple of Thurman’s zeal for Democracy does
times
as
many
words
as
the
Democrat

Accidents and Incidents.
aching to cast their first vote for Blaine steel, and a sjbstantial reduction of
spider, So when the frog, its usual, years. He finally went to Texas, where not overcome his discretion during the
man.’
these duties upon those articles, and ic resolutions at St. Louis and refers
started for the plant after being bitten, bis brilliant career as a soldier in the canvass he will have little to fear from
“The Knights of labor throughout
must keep on aching indefinitely.'
The
finest
roses
are
selling
in
New
upon sugar, molasses, silk, wool and to several times as many subjects. the State officially petitioned for his de
he kept him away; the poor fellow Texas war, as President of the Texas the duties incumbent on the vice-presi
For Dyspepsia is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
The Chicago Convention did the nice woolen goods.
York
at
one
cent
each.
They
are
made frantic efforts to get at it; but was Republic and Senator front the State of dent. That position is one of dignified
feat in the last Senatorial contest, and
The
St.
Louis
platform,
in
fact,
was
de

Other medicines may give temporary
handsome thing for the Democracy. It
We recommend the perusal of this voted mainly to revenue reform and at Chicago the laboring classes by the cheaper than vegetables, hut not quite prevented, and in a few moments the Texas is well known.—St. Louis Repub retirement. Nor docs power depart
relief ; hut Ayer’s Sarsaparilla makes a
nourishing. It is said, however, that poison of the spider, not being coun lican.
from the party when the president and
made
our
calling
and
election
sure.
to
the Republicans who have misstated kindred topics related directly to the hundred were found working for his so
positive and permanent cure, as thou
vice-president die; the succession is
defeat. Prominent among those quoted Turkish women who want to be plump teracted, took effect, and the frog died
The
only
Chinese
newspaper
in
the
the
facts
about
President
Cleveland
’
s
sands can testify all over the country.
issues of the hour and the policy of as being favorably disposed toward eat them with butter.
immediately.
then with the cabinet, beginning with
Don’t Like the Platform.
East is printed in New' York, and it message.
“ My stomach, liver, and kidneys were
the Federal Administration, while that Gresham were Frederick Turner, Rich Mayor Fitler, of Philadelphia, is a
the secretary of state. The party takes
[Chicago
Times
Editorial.
June
29.]
in a disordered condition for years,”
favors the election of Mr. Harrison.
little risk in nominating Mr. Thur
This country lias never had a well of Chicago wander’s over the whole ard Griffiths and Thomas Maguire, of rope-maker, and he sometimes exhibits
TRUE TARIFF STORY.
earth
—
if
not
from
China
to
Peru,
at
“
I
don't
like
that
free
whisky
writes It. Wild, of Hutto, Texas, “ and
“Land for the land-less,” was an old defined and executed foreign policy
man.—Courier-Journal.
the General Executive Board, Knights
least from Ireland to Brazil—and has of Labor. The convention was warned to his friends a curious rope cable that
I never found any medicine to relieve
plank,” said a gentleman in conversa
Republican cry,but the railroads were save under Democratic administration. something
Something
For
Workingmen
to
to
say
about
pretty
pinch
he
keeps
in
his
office.
It
is
made
of
me,, until I began to take Ayer’s Sarsa
by printed circulars, signed by repre
tion with the writer of this yesterday
the landless fellows who got the land.
That policy has never been in regard everything. The only omission noticed sentatives of the Knights of Labor and hangman’s rope, each strand having
parilla. Less than six hotties of this
Read and Ponder Over.
morning. The speaker was a Repub
With
hard
work
and
a
united
effort
is
that
of
the
liquor
question,
unless
been
taken
from
a
rope
by
which
some
remedy cured me.”
other prominent labor leaders that if
to foreign nations, so long as’ they do
The American workingman returns lican. He is a practical builder and
It Lu an cttablis/ied fact that Hood’s Sar-I
the electoral vote of Ohio can he given not act detrimental to the interests of the suggestion of the removal of the Harrison was nominated they would poor criminal’s neck was broken.
Mrs. Joseph. Auhin, of Holyoke,
at night from his toil clad in a woolen has an extensive establishment in Chi saparllU has proven an invaluabto remedy 1
tax on whisky be regarded as signifi assist in his defeat.”
Mass., was for a long time a severe suf to Cleveland and Thurman this time.
A
meion
patch
near
Orlando,
Fla.,
the
country
or
hurtful
to
our
citizens,
cant; and though “fraternal congrat The laboring classes of this city are
in many severe cases of rheumatism, effect-,
ferer from Dyspepsia, trying, in vain, all
The anti-saloon Republicans were
is said to be haunted by the ghost of a suit taxed 55 per cent, a cotton shirt cago for the manufacture of finishing
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Irishmen that this suit was a “put up
DEMOCRATIC STATE TICKET.
job” by the great England “Thunderer,”
Fur Secretary of State,
for the.purpose, if possible, of connecBOSTON G. YOUNG, of Marion.
ing Mr. Parnell in some way with the
For Supreme Judge.
L. R. CR1TCHFIELD, of Holmes.
assassination"bf Lord Frederick Caven
For Member Board of Public Works,
dish and Under Secretary Burke in
JAMES EMMITT, of Pike.
May, 1882. This, however, was a fail
It is enough for Democrats to know ure. Parnell came out of the trial un
that Ben Harrison sanctioned the great tarnished, notwithstanding the intro
duction of numerous forged letters
fraud of 1876.'
against him.
The Democracy of Kansas have nom
“Boss” Hanna, of Cleveland, has
inated Judge John Martin for Governor
undertaken
to make an additional levy
bv acclamation.
of $15 on each of the Ohio delegates
Newark has subscribed $17,100 to to the Chicago Convention, to pay for
wards the Newark and Granville Elec the rooms used for headquarters, after
tric Street Railway.
it was given out that Mr. Sherman had
—--------- *r----- -----paid this bill. Mr. E. J. Totten, the
Republic.!®* principles in 1888:
delegate from Findlay, says this assess
Harrison had a grandfather.
ment is an outrage, and refuses to pay
Morton has a bar’l.
a cent. What about the liquor bills—
After a long and unnecessary delay
have, they been settled? Every four
T. W. Miller has been appointed Post
years the Republicans regularly have a
master at London, Ohio.
rumpus about paying their Convention
Tr is impossible for an Irishman to hills. Poor old party! It dies hard!
have justice done him in a so-called
A bet of two to one, or $20,000 to
English “Court of Justice.”
$10,000, that Cleveland will be elected
Mr. B. F. Hutch ixsoh, Rep., of Chi was made in New York on Friday last.
cago, says: “Ere* rum, tobacco and The parties to the bet are well-known
wealthy sporting men—John I. Ma
Harrison are too much for me,”
hony and F. T. Hountoon. A written
. Pagan Bob Ingersoll has resumed agreement was signed by the parties,
his work of blaspheming God and which stipulated that the money should
abusing the Democratic party.
be put up on Saturday, October 27, in
Hon. Ciias. Kent, one of the oldest the hands of Mr. Lucius O. Appleby,
and most influential members of the of Appleby <fc Johnson, as the final
stockholder, under penalty of a forfeit
Toledo bar, died on Monday, aged 67.
of $5,000 on the part of Mr. Mahony
A Convention of teachers, ten thou and $2,500 on that of Mr. Hountoon.
sand strong, representing every part of
During the visit of Senator Sherman
the country, will meet in San Fran
to Cincinnati, last week, he was award
cisco, July 17.
............ •
ed a reception on ’Change, where he
Hugh W. Weir, a prominent Pitts made a little speech, and his audience
burgh lawyer, has been appointed by being composed of men of all parties,
President Cleveland Chief Justice of he could afford to forget his partisan
Idaho Territory.
ship long enough to express the hope
Dr. James Williams, ex-Auditor of that Congress would devise some plan
State, one of the most widely known of collecting from the people only so
Republicans in Ohio, died at Mechan much taxes :is may be economically
used in carrying on the Government.
icsburg on Monday.
This is precisely what the Democratic
•
If John Sherman sent a letter to party advocates and what the Mills bill
Ben Harrison, congratulating him upon proposes to accomplish.
his nomination, why in the name of
Cincinnati’s Centennial was inaug
the prophet isn’t it published?
urated on the Fourth of July with a
A perfect epidemic of suicide has grand flourish of trumpets, and is
prevailed at Cincinnati during the past now in the full tide of success. Ma
month. The deaths from eelf-destruc rietta’s Centennial, commemorative of
the establishment of Civil Government
tion average about one a day.
in tlie North-western Territory, will
Ben Harrison has beep formally commence on the 17th of July, Rnd
notified of his nomination as the Re next will come the big jamboree at
publican candidate for President. He Columbus. Base Ball and the Presi
accepts the same, with thanks.
dential campaign will furnish the bal
The live, progressive, intelligent peo ance of amusement for the year.
ple of this country wifi never consent
Prominent Republicans are already
to haven Chinese wall built around its
making
calculations for appointments
coast. Down with the Chinese.
under Ben Harrisson, i/ he is elected
Judge Ashabel Nf.land, Probate President, which is highly improbable.
Judge of Minnesota, heretofore a prom Senator Evarts, of New York, it is said,
inent Republican, will support Cleve is anxious to become the Premier, a
position, it has generally been under
land and Thurman on the tariff issue.
stood, that would gratify Mr. Blaine's
Gen. Rosecrans says that Harrison ambition. But these gentlemen should
cannot possibly carry California. His remember the old adage (see Bobby
Chinese record will down him, and Burns,) that
Morton’s silver record will defeat him.
“The best laid schemes of mice and men,
Gang aft aglee.’’

Murat Halstead has a full apprecia
Henry Powell, a well-known Cin
tion of the Republican nomination.
cinnati capitalist, while returning from
He savs: If wo are beaten this time we
Europe on the steamer Servia, jumped
are in for a long spell‘of Democratic
overboard, fifteen hours after he left
rule.
Liverpool. Cause of the suicide un
MaxWell, alias Brooks, generally known. His daughter, who accom
known as the St. Louis “trunk mur panied him, discovered that he was not
derer,” will he hung to-morrow, unless in his berth in the morning, and re
his sentence is commuted in the mean ported the fact to the captain. A note
was found, addressed to the captain,
time.
Of course every man who wishes to making known his purpose to end
degrade American labor by substituting his life.
cheap Chinese la(j°r hi its stead, will
On August 5, 1882, Congress appro
vote for “blue blood” grandson Har priated $57,500 to pay the physicians
rison.
who attended President Garfield in the
long illness which proceeded his death
The Democracy of Maine had a rous
for their services. By a bill introduced
ing ratilicatibn meeting at Portland on
by Senator Voorhees last week, it is
last Thursday, and the enthusiasm for
proposed to give $10,206 of this amount,
Cleveland and Thurman was un
which
sum the bill states represents the
bounded.
Z
unexpended portion of the appropria
Philadelphia has a mysterious tion, to Dr. D. W. Bliss as full pay
crime in the death of a young man ment for his services as physician in
named McAllister, who was found mur charge of President Garfield’s case.
dered in his room at a boarding house
In the course of his weekly address
in that city.
before the Anti-Poverty Society, a few
It seems impossible for the Repub evenings ago, Rev. Dr. McGlynn, the
licans io hold a National Convention deposed priest, broke out in this wise:
without having a racket about hotel
Some day there will be a tremendous
hills. The Democrats never have any revolution which wilt eclipse the French
uprising, and in which the people will
troupe of that kind.
rise up in their wrath at the interfer
r
The ZaneSville Daily Signal,one of our ence of these dictators, and bayonet
club these dictators, and priests
best Ohio exchanges, has been enlarged and
and archbishops, the pope and cardi
by the ad(fit’u>n oT another column to nals. This is the way the Lord will deal
each page. The Signal is always fresh, with them; so I say leave them to His
mercy. This was wildly cheered.
spicy and readable.
------------ •_---------------------- •—.------- .
T
he
Philadelphia
Press, the leading
An occasioned paragraph about the
“Free-Trade Democracy” would be re Republican paper in Pennsylvania, de
freshing reading in the Republican clares that the Chinese cheap labor
newspapers. It would afford evidence question and prohibition must be elim
inated from this campaign; and that
of great political wisdom.
Ben Harrison’s ancestors and the
Gen. Geo. A. Sheridan and Mr.Obed t-a-r-i-ff be made the only subjects of
Wheeler were the vietims. of a hotel discussion. But you can’t snatHe
sneak thief during their visit to In Democrats this campaign. They are
dianapolis in connection with the Har on the rampage, and will talk and
rison notification meeting.
write just ns they dang please.

Bob Ingersoll having “killed” Judge
Gi eshafn at Chicago, the Judge, in com
pany, with Chauncey M. Depew, has
gone to Europe to ruminate upon the
ingratitude of Republicans.
------------ -------------Levi P. Morton, the Republican
candidate for Vice-President, is a lord
ly aristocrat. He lias liveried servants
and an Engish groom. Mr. Morton is
“quite English, you know.”*

The official organ of the Chinese in
the United States is published in New
York. Here is what it has to say of
Harrison:
The Chinese Weekly New* believes
in principle always. It dares to advo
cate it. Therefore it is heart and soul
for Ben. Harrison. He believes, as does
the Weekly News that this country is
not only intended for the white and
black sons of Ham, Shem and Japhet,
and also for the yellow sons of Adam
as well. Otherwise this would not be
Frank Hi bd announces that he will the America we know of.
not he a candidate for Congress in the
Stories about this and that Democrat
Toledo District this year, as he finds
going to vote for Ben Harrison, the
some of the old sore-heads still disposed
Chinese cheap labor candidate for
tokick up behind and before.
President, are generally political fabri
Mr. Parnell-has given notice that cations, intended for effect abroad,
he will ask for the appointment of a where the parties arc unknown. An
committee by Parliament to investigate occasional “protected” manufacturing
tlwe charges made itvthe London Times nabob may go over to the monopolis
tic party, but for every one of such de
about “Parncllism and Crime.”
scription scores of tax-ridden Republi
There are over 2,000 articles includ cans will vote with the Democracy.
ed in the present Republican high tariff.
-------- --- •—T--------A long standing filed between the
Producers and consumers, look about
you and see if there are 2,000 articles Rose and Fuson factions in Eastern
Kentucky culminated in a deadly fight
that need protection by a tariff.
at Laurel Fork meeting-house, in
The announcement is made that YVhitely county, on Sunday night, dur
Eooch Patton, a hard-working laboring ing divine service. Several shots were
man ol Marion, Ohio, drew $1,660 in fired, and half a dozen persons were
the Louisiana lottery last week. But killed or fatally wounded. The neigh
the names of the ten thousand men borhood is wild with excitement, and a
who drew blanks will never he men renewal of the conflict is expected
every day.
tioned.

Democracy’ advocates and enforces
The Chicago Herald says: Ben.
The Troubles of Editors.
protection to industry, but denounces
St. Louis had a sensation of huge Harrison’s father began life a YVhig,
and prevents bounty to monopoly. Re proportions during the past week.— and lie ended it a Know-Nothing. He
publicanism promotes bounties to cor Henry YY. Moore, managing editor of sat ip congjess.one or two years as an TJURSUANT to an order of the l’robaiw
-L Court of Ashland County, Ohio, I will Chronic^ Disease Specialist,
rupt monopolies and leaves honest in the Post-Dispcdcli, a married man with “American party” man,.and hi$ oppo sell at public auction upon the premises Specially cured by Inhatotion of Compound Wh\' you make money by
hereinafter
described, on
v
dustry to take care of itself a3 best it a family, eloped with Mrs. Norton*, wife sition to foreignism of every description
Oxygen Gtfs after all else Jails.
purchasing DRY GOODS and
can. Bui; the bounty that builds up of John W. Norton, the well-known was particularly vehement.
Lately «f CirclA'lle. Ohio, now perma
Satnnlay,
August
11,
18B8,
-----------------r
—
---nently lof'aKed at
the monopoly enables it to dictate its theatrical manager. It was stated thstf
NOTIONS at BROWNING
The Comte de Paris has written a at 1 o’clock, the following described real
own.terqa3- to industry, and s.o honest r they started for Australia, taking with
estate:
•a
letter
to
the
Conservative
Mayors
OHIO. & SPERRY’S, A dollar
Part of the 1st qnartei; in township six (6), MT. VERNON,
labor goes to the wall. YVhen a dozen them $40,000 and jewelry, the property1
thirteen (13), U. S. Military tract, in
employes want to hire a workman, the of Mr. Norton. But it seems they stop of France urging them to be ready range
Knox County, State of Ohio and being a
OFFICE
l(ESII>EX<E.
workman secures good wages. YVhen ped at Topeka, Kps., and registered as to welcome the monarchy which must part of the old Henry Davis Mill tract, and
saved is a dollwr earned.
follow
the
present
Republic.
The
which later came to be owned successively
there is only one employer, he fixes the YY’. H. Mason and wife. Here they
by Jesse B. Thomas, the Clinton Mill Com 309 WEST HIGH STREET.
Comte
has
been
plotting
for
a
mon

rate of wages, and the workman gets were identified, and upon the fact be
pany, John Shrunnan and James E. Wood- OFFICE HOURS Fr.iin 9 to 11 a. m. and 1
bridge, the Mt. Vernon Woolen Mill Com
poor pay. Tlie Republican monopoly coming known at St. Louis, Mr. Norton archy for along time.
to 4 and 5 to 8 p. m.
pany, David Potwin and Henry B. Curtis,
and trust systems decrease the num had them arrested for larceny. It is
Whisky’ is now shipped into Iowa as and late by Henry B. Curtis.
ber of employers and creates a mo stated that the families* of Moore and canned fruit, labeled fhr the fancy Cali Beginning at the.anost Westerly .point wii
Rush of people seen in our
the South bank of Owl Creek, on the South
nopoly over the labor market as well Norton were particularly intimate,.al fornia brands, which shows that all the ern
line of said Mill Tract, as the same was
as over other markets. It means low most inseparable, and when Norton prohibition laws in the world will not conveyed to said Curtis through the said
store for the pastjiqi months
owners aforesaid; thence East
wages and work only when monopolies learned of the relations that existed prevent men from getting and drink successive
following stfid line on or near the South
proves beyond a doubt tliat
choose to give it, instead of the high between' his wife and his confiding ing whisky when they have a mind to. bank of said creek, or Southern havoti of
the same (which is a^so the North lineof tlie
wages and steady jobs that result from friend he became frantic, and threaten
Peter Davis farm, so-called), to an angle
BARGAINS can he secured
The Cincinnati > Commercial Gazette old
brisk business and lively competition. ed to kill her. Not wishing to die at
in said line the first YVestward of the South
in said line the first Westward of the South
—Circleville Democrat.
present she concluded to elope with the makes this truly heart-touching appeal abutment
the S., M. A N. K. ft. bridge,
in every department of our
to its Republican friends: “If any crossing of
editor.
the Vernon River, otherwise
Mr. George YY’. Curtis might rest
Ohio
Republican
has
a
knife
for
good

known
as
Owl
Creek,
aforesaid,
ami
from
AYlispatch from YY’oqster, Ohio, July
store, and the long and short
his fame as a patriotic orator en this
ness sake let him conceal it in his boot that angle following the South hank of said
7, says: II. J. Monroe, editor of the leg until after the election.”
river to the foot of said abutment; theme
beautiful paiagraph, from the address
Norfh-westwardly across said river by a line
Creston Journal, this county, was here
of the
delivered by him at Gettysburg:
parallel to said Railroad bridge, to the North
H. S. Merrick retires from the Ohio bank
to-day and stated that his paper would
of said river; thence Westwardly
On this field we consecrate ourselves not appear next week, owing to the fact Democrat, at New Philadelphia, to take
following said riverbank to tlie YVester-most
to American union. In this hallowed
of said Mill tract: thence South
No Charge for Trial Operations.
ground lie buried not only brave sol that his forms had been pied and the charge of the news department of the boundary
wardly to the Southern boundary aforesaid
Zanesville
Daily
Signal,
leaving
his
diers of the Blue and Gray, but the type ruined with a shooting stick, and
All Diseases of the
to the place of beginning.
passions of war, the jealousies of sec in the same breath he said that his wife late partner, Mr. F. C. Irvine, in full
Estimated to contain twenty (20) acres
Is that n clean, new stock ol
EYE, BAR,
more or less, including the water privilege
tions and the bitter root of all our Na
control of the Democrat.
and right of utilizing the same in the bed of
tional differences, human slavery. Here had skipped for parts unknown, and
The New Y’ork Chinese News in the creek or river as far down the stream as
Dry Doods, fair and square
long and angry controversies of" politi that she or the servant girl had done
to the upper point of the mouth of RESPIRATORY ORGANS,
cal dogma, of material interest, and of the mischief before leaving. The wo speaking of Gen. Harrison, the Repub possible
Dry Creek, being the same lands convcy<’d
local pride and tradition came to their man has had three husbands and bears lican nominee for President, says: to Augustos A. Taylor by Henry B. Curtis
dealing with everyone, is the
CATARRH, THROAT AND LUNG DIS
decisive struggle. As the fate of Chris a very unsavory reputation. Under the
by deed of date March 1G, 1881.
tendom was determined at Tours, that name of Jennie Cloman she at one “The Chinese are heart and soul with
The above described real estate was ap EASES speedily cured by Inhalation of ofily thing tliat merits the
of American Independence at Sarato time conducted a notorious house in him.” That expresses it, Harrison is praised at the sum of three hundred ($300) Medicated Air, as it reaches every part aldollars, and will not be sold at less than ectcd. All diseases of Chronic nature de
ga. and that of modern Europe at YY’ooster and she and her soiled doves the Chinese candidate.
tected by the urine. JesS" The Doctor tells confidence of the people.
two-tliirds (<i) of the appraisement.
YVaterloo, the destiny of the American were often shown up in bad light in
TERMS OF SALE:—Orc-third cash; one- you all your complaints and asks you no
It is a very nice ticket, truly! For
Union was decided at Gettysburg.
Trial operations for Catarrh
third in one year and one-third in two questions.
local newspapers. Monroe has been
No charge for counsel.
Thanking the public for
Let us all take his advice and bury living with her for four years but now President, Ben. Harrison, who boasts of years from day of sale; the deferred pay free of charge.
to draw interest and be secured by /;<?- Dr. Heard is the only Vrrissopianist or
forever the jealousies of sections and declaries he is delighted because she “blue-blood” ancestry, and Levi P. ments
Water
Doctor
in
this
part
of
Ohio,
and
it
is
Morton, for Y’ice President, a wealthy mortgage on the premises.
an undisputed fact that they are the only their generous patronage dur
the bitter memories of civil strife has flown.
THOMAS A. TAY LOR.
New Y’ork banker; who can only boast
Executor of the will of A. A. Taylor, class of physicians who treat Chronic Diseas
in the fraternity of renewed and per
of
his
money-bags.
es SUCCESSFULLY; one trial will convince ing the past year, we shall
deceased.
“Some Questions for Mr. Harrison’s
petual union.
the most skeptical. No charge only for medi
By Campbell A Groseup, Attorneys.
Friends.”
cine until cured. The Doctor tells you nil
The Mansfield Herald, Mr Sherman's
5july5w.
your diseases by the water and asks noques redouble our energies to please
The Philadelphia Ledger, published
Under the above caption, the Chicago “home organ,” devotes a good deal of
tions. That passed in the nnyniugpreferred.
by George YV. Childs, who was spoken Tribune, in its issue of June 18, just be its valuable space to the performance
See list of references in large hills elscwere.
vou this new year.
May 10'8S
of as a Republican candidate for Presi fore the nominations were made, pub of Foraker at Chicago. This makes
dent, thiaks that the log cider and hard lished the following from a correspon interesting campaign reading. Keep 1)1 RSl’ANT to an order of the Probate
Republican Bribery at Chicago.
it up, please.
cabin business is out of place in this dent at Fort YY’ayne, Indiana:
-L Court of Ashland County. Ohio, I will
John Sherman has been proclaiming campaign. It says:
sell at public auction upon the premises
Permit
a
Chicago
Hoosier
to
say
a
T
he
Iron
Manufacturers
are
now
' Your criticism and test of merit invited.
hereinafter described, on
to the world that fifty of his delegates
Benjamin Harrison is this year’s
The delicious fragrance and flavor, strength
from the South were bought by the candidate upon a protective platform few words and ask a lew questions of signing the wages scale, and the big
and
rich wine color of Boutelt's Tea will con
Saturday,
August
It,
1888,
mills are resuming work with full for
Alger boomers as soon as they reached made at Chicago last month, and not the Harrison-or-nobody boomers.
vince you of its PAR EXCELLENCE. It makes
At
9
o'clock,
the
following
described
prem

YVhen
did
Harrison
carry
Indiana?
ces of hands. This means good feeling
the finest ICED TEA. Try it! For sale by
Chicago. The following dispatch from upon one made 48 years ago principal
YVhen was Harrison elected to an of and a season of prosperity. This is as ises,'to-wit:
ly of a log cabin and hard cider. The
12julyly
Situate in the South-west Quarter of Sec For sale l»v YV. YV. Miller.
New York tells the other side of the latter may be an excellent beverage, fice on the votes of Indiana people?
it should he.
tion twenty-one (21), in Morris township,
YVhy was he defeated for member of
story, and places the boot on the other but it is not so certain that it will be
Knox County. Ohio; being lot No. eight (8)
DYES
Another fool attempted to go thro’ and the South part of lot No. nine (V) of
foot. Let the fight go on, and all the wise to make it a too prominent part the City Council of Indianapolis?
AND
tlo Your Own Dyeing, at Home.
YVhy was he defeated for Prosecuting the whirlpool at Niagara Falls, and sub-division of land designated as a plat
truth about this bribery business may of the present campaign, as the Prohi Attorney
CONSTIPATION
Th
y
will
dyo
everything.
They
orc
sold every,
of Marion County, Indiana?
thereof in connection with a deed from
bitionists might not like it. Gen. Ben
where. Price IOc. a jmekaye. They have uoeqntl
KFFgCTUXI.LV CUIUi.,
1 •.
come to light. Here is the dispatch:
YVhy was he defeated for Governor landed in the other world; but this will Herman Benedict to Mark Curtis, recorded
tor Strength, Brightness, Amount, in ruetav* «
^Harrison is not a Presidential candidate
Tnrrn nt's
book N. N., page 470, of the records of
<>r for Fnstness of Color, or non-fading Qualiti<*.
Seltzer Aperient.
New Y’ork, July 8.—Mr. Hosea Bige upon the merits of his grandfather, blit in the famous “Blue Jeans” campaign? not prevent fifty other fools from at in
They do not crock or smut; 40 coloi u. For sale by
Knox county, Ohio, and still further de
Harrison has been defeated in In tempting the same experiment over scribed
low, one of Gen’l Alger's managers in upon his own merits.
Sold by Tarrant & Co., N. V.
in
a
deed
from
Hosmer
Curtis,
to
.1. B. W A BREN.
7jtimdy
uud DrugKlstN everywhere.
diana at least ten times, and the only again.
the South, returned to this city to-day.
John YVelsh, conveying the North portion
offices
he
ever
held
were
by
executive
To a reporter he said: “If Gen. Alger
of
said
lot
No.
nine
(9)
tosaid
YVelsh.
Ref

The Democracy of YY'est Virginia aro or legislative appointment. If he could Mr. Harrison's Indiscreet Friends. erence is made to said record for greater cer
dispensed any boodle in North and South
tainty of description; estimated to contain
Carolina I am very anxious to know a unit for Cleveland and Thurman, and not carry Indiana when it was unques Indianapolis Sentinel.]
(9) acres, more or less being the same
about it. I decided not to go into Ala are organizing Clubs all over the State. tionably a Republican State (1872 to
Gen. Harrison is afflicted, beyond nine
boy you m<* running so last up the btreet
the
reason that he
io reuson
lie knows lie can And at the
land conveyed to the said Augustus A. that
bama at all to prosecute Alger’s cam A dispatch from Parkersburg says that 1882) what hope is therefor him now most men, with fool friends. They are Taylor
drug store a remedy called
J
LI
V*
'
that will lieal Ills sister'who
by Jared Sperry and Belinda Sperry, has just been scalded by ac- fftSf r
k et
paign, because I found a clever broker precisely 10 per cent, of the member when the State is generally recognized
tleof hot water. The sooner
her
doing all they can to make his Presi his wife, by deed of date December 3,1881.
pain will be relieved, forlt
/
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like a rhnrni,
rap
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rapidly
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as doubtful or Democratic?
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man the delegates from that State to
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Chicago. Sherman was the boodler up to date, consistent Republicans. The Hoosiers are for Gresham, h.b.m. contemptible. But by long odds the dollars and will not Ire sold at less than ealeequal
by Druggists and Merchandise Dealers, if ancu Bkotuzus & Wiiitk, Proprietors, Philadelphia.
two-thirds
(3)
of
the
appraisement.
and no mistake. He put up his money They have come out squarely for Cleve
fool friend who has yet ex TERMS OF SALE:—One-third cash; oneIf Mr. Sherman complains, it will biggest
in fine style, and awaited events at Chi
ploded his folly to the detriment of third in one year and one-third in two
cago. Gen. Alger does perfectly right land and Thurman and say they cannot be in order for Gov. Foraker to defend Gen.
Harrison is the Y'anderbi'.t son-in- years from day of sale; the deferrred pay
to decline to discuss the matter with go Harrison with his Chinese record, himself. Mr. Sherman has made no law, Elliott
F. Shepard, of New Y’ork. ments to draw interest and be secured by
Senator Sherman, because he has got his dollar a day and his demand for complaint, nor will he.—Sandusky Reg This
devout
person, it seems, went to a mortgage upon the premises.
his guns double-shotted for him, and troops to shoot down the railroad men ister, (Rep.)
THOMAS A. TAYLOR.
Presbyterian
prayer-meeting the other
Executor of the will of A. A. Taylor,
simply awaits provocation from Sher in 1877. A great majority of the acces
The question is, will he do the other evening, and profaned the place and
.
man to publish something that will
thing—silence “the senseless talk of the occasion with a regular stump deceased
By Campbell A Groseup, Attorneys.
brand him as the brazenest boodier in sions are railroad men, and to say they treachery,” which the Register speaks speech
in
favor
of
Harrison.
Not
con

ojuly.Yw
areindignant-would be drawing it mild.” of, by writing a manly letter to Gover tent with praising his candidate, he
the country.”
Has conic to stay for sonic time anil wc arc prepared to
nor Foraker for publication ? Until made a vicious attack upon the Presi
John Sherman owes it to himself, to
furnish
(on Garments to KEEP YOIJ COOL.
LEGAL NOTICE.
YY> have thought all along that after Mr. Sherman does this, he will be dent of the United States which would
his friends, and to the cause of truth
charged, by his political enemies with have been out of place at a ward
PURSUANCE of an order of the Prothat all the facts in regard to these the death of the Republican party in sulking
in the tent. The charge of rally.” It was a performance so . Nhate
Seersucker Coats,Vests, Alpacas, Serges, Flannels and
Court of Knox county, Ohio, the
charges and counter-charges about 1888 it would be revived as an anti- treachery was first made by his politi “sacrilegious
undersigned
will offer at public auction on Worsteds
and
disgusting
that
it
can

Linen, White and Fancy Vests. Boys and
Saloon
or
Temperance
party;
hut
we
bribery, shall be investigated. He can
cal friends.—Columbus Dispatch, (Rep.) not be properly characterized in words.
Men’s Thin Clothing of Every Description.
SATURDAY, JULY 28th, 1888,
not afford to wait until after the elec are now convinced that this will not be
It is now a good time for Mr. Sher
tion. The sooner the facts come to the case. The attempt to revive the man to tell all he knows about his be Senator Sabin on Thurman's Nom At two o’clock, p. in., upm the premises,
the following described real estate, situate in
ination.
light the better it will be for all the par hard-cider and whisky orgies of 1840, trayal at Chicago, and especially to
Special Inducements in UnderYvear, Hosiery, Shirt
of Knox and State of Ohio:
United States Senator D. M. Sabin, of theIncounty
ties concerned. “Honest” John is new negatives the idea. The American or give the names of the fifty Southern
the 1st Quarter of the Glh Township Waists, French Flannel Shirts
LINEN AND WHITE
under a cloud, and his honor demands Know Nothing party will be the future delegates, who, after being instructed Minnesota, was a regular attendant on and 12th Range, U. S M. lands, and being a STRAW HATS VERY CHEAP.
certain tract or parcel of land lying on YVigname of “the dear departed.”
to vote for him, basely sold their votes the Convention. TheSenator is a fine gins street in Gambier, Knox county, Ohio,
that he should vindicate himself.
looking
man,
but
a
very
busy
one.
It
as
extended East on the Millwood road:
for money to other candidates. Mr.
Henry S. McFadden, Esq., one of Sherman knows it ail, and he owes it is skated that his car works at Stillwater
Commencing at the South-west corner of
Our Fine Dress Suits and Business Suits, for variety,
Harrison's Political Manager.
so much of his time that he a lot owned and heretofore owned by style and Prices cannot be equalled, and all we ask is call
Ben Harrison, the Chinese cheap the best known businessmen of East to himself and the country to expose employ
only attends the United States Senate Michael Lyon, being part of an out-lot on
labor candidate for President, made a ern, Ohio, died at his residence in the base treachery and bribery by about two weeks during the entire ses the East side of the town of Gambier, and and see us and satisfyyourseli
If. G.A.R. Blue Suits at $7.85.
the same property sold to George YV.
personal request that Mr. W. YV. Dud Cadiz, July 5tli, at the advanced age which he was cheated out of the nomi sion., Senator Sabin is, however, a very being
Pearce by R. S. French and wife: thence
warm friend of Allen G. Thurman, and North along the West line of said Michael
ley, of Indiana, formerly commissioner of 75 yeajs. He was the father of H. nation.
while here he remarked to a friend Lyon's lot, 13 rods: thence West to the
of pensions, should take charge of the H. McFadden, editor of the Steuben
of a lot owned by Joseph Brown:
The old experiment of trying to pass rather sadly: “What a pity it is that corner
campaign on his behalf, and it is said ville Gazette, and was a good citizen, an
Thurman insisted on being a Democrat. thence South alon^ the East line o( said
two
trains
going
in
opposite
directions
Brown's
lot until it intersects the North side
honest
man
and
a
zealous
Democrat
of
that Mr. Dudley has consented to do so.
If he had changed his politics when of Wiggins
street as extended East: thence THE CLOTHIER, HATTER AND FURNISHER. Kirk Block, Main Street,
Mr. Dudley is the gentleman who aban the old school. YY’e extend to the fam on a single track, was tried on the the war commenced he would have along the North side of said street East un
South-west Corner Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Pennsylvania road near YY’ilkesbarre, been elected President by the Republi til the place of beginning; estimated to
doned his official duties four years ago, ily our heartfelt sympathies.
on last Friday, with the usual result: a can party. Of course he’s likely to be contain one-third (J) of an acre.
and came out to Ohio, and had his
APPRAISED AT—$533 331.
Among all the men named there is complete wreck of the locomotives and elected Y’ice President now, but I think
u,
agents,government officials and Repub
I would rather be a Republican Presi TERMS OF SALE: One-third cash in hand
not one “leader,” no one whose person cars, and the serious injury of thirty- dent
on
day
of
sale;
one-third
in
one
and
oncthan a Democratic Y’ice President
lican managers to personally see every
tlnrd in two years from day of sale: deferred
al or historical relations to the peo
Democratic soldier who was seeking a ple would make a difference of 1,000 five persons. Train dispatcher’s fault. any time.” And the distinguished payments to he secured by mortgage on the
O IP
looking Senator wiped his brow premises sold, and to bear G per cent, inter
pension and promise to give his case vote3 in the canvass. Sherman, Alli
East St. Louis, (which is in Illinois,) with his perfumed handkerchief and est from the dav of sale.
special attention if he would pledge son, Harrison, etc., have records that is overwhelmed in debt, $800,000 of heaved a sigh of regret.—Chicago
BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
or THE CoVXTV IXFIKMAKY OF KXOX C<»., O.
himself to vote the Republican ticket. would be awkward on the tariff, the which is now due, without any means Times.
Petition
This matter was fully exposed in the currency, the Chinese question, etc.— to pay it. The property owners will An Episode of Mrs. Cleveland’s Visit ers.Cooper <fc Moore, Attorneys for28junc4t
Democratic papers at the time. Mr. Senator Ingalls’ letter about candidates apply to the court to have a municipal
to Florida Recalled.
Dudley is also the gentleman who had
ity'receiver appointed. 'The debt is
at the Chicago Convention.
YY’asiiington, July 5. — President
PARASOLS, WHITE GOODS, LACES, GLOVES,
charge of the Republican corruption
now equal to the value of one-fourth Cleveland possesses a remarkable mem
fund in Indiana in 1880, when thous
Tiie experiment of removing Gen. the property in thejfity.
MITTS, EMBROIDERIES, HOSIERY, &c.
ory of faces. YVhen he and Mis. Cleve
ands upon thousands of crisp new $2 Sheridan, (whose life has for some time
land were enroute for Florida the party
Estimates furnished on application, and
The Springfield Sunday News (Ind.) stopped an hour or so in Savannah, Ga.,
bills were scattered among Democratic been dispaired of.) from Washington
LOOK OUT FOH KAHGilNS.
work guaranteed. Simp located Corner
the monotony by a drive all
Voters
Gambier and Mulherrv Sts. Give me a trial.
City, in the Government steamer says: Intelligent public opinion pre relieving
about the city in open carriages under
CHARLES WOLFE.
“Thick as autumnal leaves
“Swatara,” along the Atlantic Coast to dicts a vigorous campaign this year. the escort of a cavalcade of leading 5jly8m
In Vallambrosa.”
In
Ohio
it
will
be
unusually
animated
The briber and his work were com Nonquitt, Mass., has been successfully and closely contested. The Republicans citizens. Among the horsemen riding
near the President’s carriage was Col.
plimented by Dorsey at the Delmonico accomplished. He sufiered less from pretend to ridicule Judge Thurman’s Candler, a brother of Congressman
\ f ONEY at 51 <o 7 j»er cent, interest on
the
voyage
by
sea
than
was
expected.
EANT 1IKJII NT11EET AND I’UIBMC NQUAUE.
banquet in New Y’ork. These disgrace
strength in Ohio, hut, at the same time> Candler, of Georgia. During the drive AVJl Ohio Farms. First Mortgage. Long
9
His
general
condition
is
now
reported
the
party
passed
the
Colonel
’
s
resi

Time.
Call
on
or
address
T.
E.
BARful proceedsngs are well known to Mr.
they are fearful of him.
to
be
favorable.
KKTT,
room
34,
Wesley
Block,
Columbus,
dence,
where
at
an
upper
window
was
Harrison, and it is with the expecta
•
Jlfiinlv
YVm. Norton, son of ex-Prest. Norton, seen a little boy scarcely three years Ohio.
tion that similar disreputable work wilt
An American Party is being organ
old, frantically waving a Hag and shout
be done in 1888, that Mr. Dudley has ized throughout the country, which will of the Louisville Nashville Railroad ing at the top of his baby voice, “Hur
been designated as the proper person be a second edition of the old Know Company, has returned from a tour rah for Mrs Cleveland !”
For
Both the President and Mrs. Cleve
to manage the campaign for the Chin Nothing Party of f854-’55-’56, which around the world. He is only eighteen
land
were
greatly
amused
at
the
inci

Just
published
by
the
Strobridge
Litho

years
old;
and
made
the
trip
alone
ex

ese candidate for President in 1888. preceded the Republican party. As
dent and complimented the blushing graphing Co., Cincinnati, a splendid like
Democrats being'forewarned should be the year 1888 will see the end of the cept that his mother and sisters met young Colonel upon the beauty of the ness by “Rimanosky” of Thurman, 19x24,
heavy plate paper and in black and tint.
forearmed.
Republican party, the country may him in London and accompanied him child. From that day to this the Agents
wanted to sell them. Send 15c.in
President had never set eyes on the stamps for
look for a new organization based up home.
sample and terms
5july
the
gallant
Georgian
until
yesterday,
-8o$Another Republican Kick About on hatred of foreigners, especially Irish
The Convention of Democratic when Col. Candler entered the Presi
Chicago Bills.
Catholics.
Clubs at Baltimore last week was a dent’s room at the head of a delegation
Salesmen’Wanted, YVe offer in every dep iri uten t E N T II A <> II l> I N A It V IIA IK■) A INN
The following appears as a special
largely attend body of earnest and ac from his State. Mr. Cleveland recog To canvass for the sale of Nursery Stock. 'fhe Bargains will consist of Goods that are needed for ihuiietliale use, and
What the policies of the two parties tive Democrats. Distinguished repre- nized him at once, and shaking him Steady employment guaranteed. Sals*jv
from Cincinnati, July 9, and is pub
and Expenses Paid. Applv at once, stating the prices we make will he fully 25 per cent, less than the sidin'’goods etui
lished in the Columbus Journal (Rep.) are is succintly and clearly stated by sentive men from all parts of the coun heartily by the hand exclaimed:
“Col. Candler, I am glad to see you. ag*. CHASE BKOS. COtll'ANY. BE BOUGHT FOR.
the Christian Union in the following
of Saturday. It is rich and racy:
try were present, and a large'amount of There is something I have been saving KoMieNtcr, X. Y. (Refer to this paper.)
. “One of the delegates from this city summary:
.
may A jttly
for your baby to wave. Here is the
800 Pairs hid Gloves
at tOc. value 75c.
campaign work was inaugurated.
Dein.
Rep.
to the recent national convention at Tax on tobacco
biggest bandana I ever saw,” and diving
Abolish.
Modify.
225
“
“
....
at 70c. “ $1.25
Chicago states that he has received a Tax on alcohol
I,AST
<\AI,I,
FOB
Ked’ce or ah’l’h Retain.
The Meadville (Pa.) Messenger, utters into tlie pocket of his coat he pulled
Abolish.
letter from Hon. Mark A. Hanna of Tax on raw mater’ls. Retain.
out
a
flaming
handkerchief
and
pre

500
“
“
at
1.25,
value
$1.75 and $2
Tax
on
necessaries.
Retain.
Redace.
a great deal of truth in a tmt words. It sented it to the delighted Georgian.
Cleveland, asking for his apportion Tax on luxuries.
Retain.
Retain.
500
“ Silk Tall'cla,
at 25c. value 40 to 50c.
ment of the cost of Ohio headquarters Object of tax.
Protection.
Rare nne. says: “The great curse of the country
Liberal.
Kconin’l.
at Chicago. He says he had nothing Expenditures.
is not whisky nor tariff, but laziness. Mrs. Cleveland Boycots the Bustle.
850 “ Lisle Thread,
at 52c. value 40 to 05c,
---- TO BE----to do with the engagement of the same
1000 “ Ladies’ and Childrens' llpsc, at 25c. value 10 to 75c.
YY’asiiington, July 4.—The hustle
The Philadelphia Ledger shows its Too many people are trying to live
or its management. He states further
MADE 0VER,-«
without work. The growing genera mustgo. The upper circles of Wash
that he has had all the experience he good sense when it says:
wants as a delegate ; that his his own
tion
seems
to
be
built
that
way.
”
^’REPAIRED,
idzsx
a-OOQDS.
ington* society have been thrown into a
The shabbiest business we ever knew
expenses were heavy and he had no Senator Edmunds to allow his judiciary
flutter of excitement by the announce
RE-DYED,^
1 lot 1-1 all wool Dress Goods, 80c.
value 40c.
Gf.n. Neal Dow says the drunken ment that Mrs. Cleveland has abandon
more to say about things than if he re committee to get into is the manifest
mained in Cincinnati. He says the desire of the majority to delay the scenes at Chicago, during the Republi ed the bustle. Last week she drove in
“
“
87 ic.
value 50c.
RE-LINED, &e. I lot 4-4
same is true with all the other district confirmation of Chief Justice Fuller can Convention, “have never been and received a few friends at the YVhite
1
lot
0
4
“
“
75c.
value
$1.25.
delegates excepting Mr. Hanna, who until after the Presidential election.
House. The ladies who called could
lot Fancy Stripe and Check Silks, 25c.
uilue 50 to 05c.
out-ranked even the “big four” in au That is not an inch above the low plane equalled at previous Republican Con hardly believe the evidence of their
Your !H«*r<*l»mil wil|
ventions, and they surpass those at own eyes when they observed the en-'
thority. The mission of the average of precinct politics.
iitlciKl to the
I lot Surah
50c.
value 75c.
delegate he describes as one of thank
Yorktown and at tlie Garfield funeral.” tire absence of the customary hustle.
neNN tor you.
lessness and pay your own hills after
They looked again, however, and saw
That high protection which gives to
Have liiin mi*nil 1 liem
yon are voted, hut to be dunned for ex the capitalist a million a year and to
Gf.o. YVenz,a retired Dayton grocer, that their first impressions were cor
to us, for M«‘ uuariiii* 100 Pairs at $1.25,
penses after all is over is too- much.
rect
—
Mrs.
Cleveland
was
hustleless.
:
:
value $1.75.
commuted
suicide
by
cutting
his
throat
This gentleman says Senator Sherman the laborer $800 a year for three years
tee all work.
No remarks were made on either side,
175
2.00,
:
:
:
value $3 to $4
paid the hills for the Sherman head and nothing for the fourth, is the kind with a razor in the Miami river. No but it was comparatively certain that
quarters in the Grand Pacific, Palmer, that is afforded by war taxes. It is a reason can he assigned for the dreadful now that Mi's. Cleveland has abandoned WALTER BUHL & CO.,
40
3.00,
value $4.50 to $5i
and perhaps other hotels anti that no kind of protection that is good for the act, as the man was in good circum the hustle the rest of feminine upper11G and 148 Jefferson Avenue.
AN
INSPECTION
SOLICITED.
DETROIT,
niCHIOA.Y,
one place was used more exclusively
tendom in YVashington will lose no
stances, and seemed to live happy.
19janly
for Mr. Sherman’s interest than the capitalist, but does not help the bright
time-in following her example.
Ohio headquarters, which consisted of but poor young man to become one.—
The New Y’ork Star, 2nd inst., says:
a large room on the office floor of the Pittsburgh Post.
Ten thousand dollars to six thousand
IT WILL PAY YOU
Grand Pacific, and for which a bill has
been rendered for $720 or $75 per day.
It is argued that the Harrison-Mor are now the betting odds in favor of
TO GO TO
To meet this each of the forty-six dele- ton ticket ought to prove satisfactory to Cleveland in the presidential election,
Cleanses the Nasal
gutes is now asked to pay $15, and this
the rate having been established by a !F. F1. WARD’S Paa i
A Hays
both
temperance
people
and
whisky
gentleman says he will not remit. He
re
Pain and InllamI OR GENUINE
insists that he has done his part in the drinkers, from the fact that Mr. Har wager made on Thursday night.
malion, Heals the
expenses he was put to at the conven rison treated the Notification Commit
Destructive electric storms visited ROGERS & BROS. SPOONS.
Sores, Restores the
tion, and that this room comes in the tee to an abundance of ice water and
Mason City and Algona, Iowa; Bloom
general expense as much any room at
KNIVES AND FORKS. Senses of Taste
the Palmer or any other room secured lemonade, while Mr. Morton introduced ington and Galena, Ill; Youngstown,
BfeTfU
Do
not
buy
Imitation of Superior and Smell.
his visitors to an entire bar of choice Ohio, and other points, on last Thurs Goods, when you
for the Sherman movement.
can GET THE GEN Try The Cure.
liquors.
day, doing great damage to property UINE at prices we will make. No
A particle is ap
Thurman on the Chinese.
charge for engraving.
plied into each nos-^^w^ C'CY/BT'ea
The same old story about the “fail but no loss of life is reported.
TO CLOSE OTJT
The presence of the Chinese in our
trilandisagreeabh HAVa “ i* fc. V fc.
W
T O H E! S .
country, although it might be advanta ure of the peach crop,” has been start
Mayor Hewitt of New York dec lines
Price 5Gcents at Druggists: by mail, regis
geous as furnishing a set of cheap and ed just in time io permit dealers to the nomination of the so-called Ameri Spectacles and Eye Glassep. tered, GO ciiits ELY BROTHERS, 5G
imvlv24
efficient laborers, carries with it such double up the price. It is a comfort to can Party for president, lie says Yrou cannot afford to trille with your Warren Street. N?w Y’orl;
disadvantages that they more than know that people are not compelled to he has made a fool of himself eyes or risk them in the hands of those
NERV0US OfBiLUY
countervail all the benefits wc could buy peaches at any price. The truth several times in his life, hut will do so you know nothing about. Have them
LOOK OUT FOR BARGAINS.
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DR. PERCY'S
WO. I POSITIVE HtRSAl REMEDY
"carefully fitted and warranted at
derive from their presence.—Allen G. is, peaches are going to be plenty this no longer, if he can help it.
atops
S'
igii i' kMisMoxsDt
F. F. YVard’s.
once. Imparting »ti-oneth, en
year, and this is what troubles dealers.
Thurman in the Senate, 1879.
ergy, flesh nnd manly vigor.
; Unequalled for removing: pltnForaker’s appearance in the Chicago
IJASE
BAI.I.
COOBS,
pies and giving expression to
The practical joke of a fellow in Convention meant the sacrifice and be
I ihe eyes snd tsee. Csres gusr
A battery of three boilers at A. A
lanteed.fallurcuuknown. 7000
Croquet,Hammocks, Ropes ami Spread
I
testimonials. Bent by return
Philadelphia,
who
placed
a
cannon
J. Groetzinger’s tannery, in Allegheny
trayal of Sherman. This is now as ers, at very low prices. Also, reduction
tmitii, mid uo dvluv, In plain,
-sealed package, on rto-upl ol
City, Pa., exploded on Friday morning, cracker in a bundle of kindling wood clear as the noonday sun, and no one in Lawn Tennis Supplies, at
t'2.
tub'd I860. Healed Pamphlet free.
I'lasl lligli N1i*4*«‘1 jiihI I'liblic NqiiHCP.
*.41,»■ Dr JOHN PERCY. Box 78 Cleveland. 0
F. F. YY’ard,
fatally injuring several men, and de bought from him by a iittle boy, result knows it better than John Sherman
STORE
OPEN EVENINGS.
Cor. Main and Vine streets.
19aprlv
ed in the destruction of the child’s eyes. himself.
stroying a large amouut of property.

The Blue Blood of the Republican
Candidate for President.
The Republicans boast of the proud
lineage of their candidate. That he
sprang from an illustrious plant is true;
hut the trouble is, that, like the potato,
the best portions of the plant-are under
ground. The first of the family we
read of, is General John Harrison of
the Army of Cromwell. He was a
fierce fanatic and deadly hostile to the
Catholic Church.
Charles I, of England, was a devoted
Catholic, and believed in the divine
right of Kings, and levied ship money
without the authority of Parliament.
'These two facts, of which Cromwell
took advantage, brought the head of
Charles to the block, and was the cause
of Harrison, on the restoration of
Charles II to the throne, being tried
and hanged for murder, and he died on
the scaffold with the same high courage
which he ever displayed on the field.
Hume in his History of England
says: “Colonel Harrison (afterwards
General,) the son of a butcher, and the
most ferocious enthusiast in the army,
was sent with a strong party to conduct
the King to London.”
The trial and the execution of
Charles were in flagrant violation of
the Constitution and laws of England.
The House of Commons appointed a
Commission of 132 persons, among
whom were twelve judges of the high
est court, but they refused to serve,
and of the 132 named only 70 sat as
judges at the trial, and one of those
was the ancestor of the Republican
candidate for President.
On the restoration of Charles II to
the throne, six of the seventy persons
who composed the lynch court were
tried and executed—the first tried and
executed being John Harrison. A
number of his descendants have filled
distinguish positions, and the family is
proud of its blue blood, hut it was
badly beaten by “Blue Jeans.”
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<Tlie Banner*
No, 5 Kremlin, Monument Square
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

MOUNT VERNON, O..... ‘JULY 12, 188£

THE CLEVELA.W (LIB.
Permanent Headquarters, Ban
ning Hall. Mt. Vernon, O.

Regular Meetings, on Monday
Night oj had
ALL VOTERS who
will pledge their
support to the
Democratic Na
tional, State and
County tickets are
invited to become
members.
BRANCH CLUBS
should he forme ’
in every townshi]
at once.
J. M. ARMSTRONG, President
S. R. GOTSHALL, Secretary,

‘BJie Banner.
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.
FOR THE

In accordance with custom for many
years the proprietor of the Banner an
nounces that the paper will he furnished
from now until after the Presidential cam
paign for the extremely low rate of

40 CENTS,
which covers a period of five months.
As it may be necessary for every Demo
crat to have a first-class metropolitan week/
ly during the canvass, arrangements have
been made with the proprietor of the wedkly
NLU YORK WORLD,

by which the BAKNEijand that qbfe jpurual
can be furnished until November 13tat Qie
very low rate of

65 CENTS FOR BOTH.
These rates can not be obtained through any
other source, (let up Clubs at once. Every
, Postmaster in.the country is authorized to
receive and forward subscriptions. Forward
money by jMisfal note, and liddress all orders
to
L. HARPER,
Mt. Vernon, O.
I

! 1.1.

■ I

I.OtTL BREVITIES.
,rt(?cnre thed’ANNER for the campaign —
mW y 40 cents.
w

—’t he potato crop of Kimx county will
be the largest in many years.
— The Baptist church Sunday school pic
nicked at the Fair Grounds yesterday.
— The post-office has been improved by
placing wainscoting about the walls.
— The Campaign Banner can now he ob
tained for 40 cents, and with the New York
IForZd for 65 cents.
— Messrs. Bob Greer, Harry Plimpton and
Johnand Ralph Ringwalt are in camp in a
beautiful grove near Bangs.
— An unknown tramp was killed by a B.
and O. train, Saturday, while sitting on the
track at Spring Mills, near Mansfield.
— Mr. Guy Baker takes the leading tencr
part in the opera of the “Little Tycoon,’’
at the Opera House, Monday night.
— Bert Downs while out hunting Satur
day, had a linger on his right hand shot off
by the accidental discharge of his rifle.
— Several of our local wheelmen are talk
ing of going to Toledo July 23d, to attend
ti e meet of the Ohio division L. A. W
- Remember that Saturday is regular
monthly stock sales day. Come to town
and sec if there is not something you wish
to buy.
— Gideon Elliott a prominent citizen of
Fredericktown, recently sustained a stroke
of paralysis, hnt is now reported to he out of
danger.
— Rev. James W. Hubbell, of the Con.
gregational church, Mansfield, and Rev.
Sydney Strong, of this city, exchanged
pulpits last Sunday.
— The people of Mt. Vernon voted by a
majority of three to one in favor of electric
light and they insist that Council shall
carry out their wishes.
— Common Pleas Court adjourned from
Friday until Tuesday. It is thought the
business of the term will he concluded by
the latter part of the week.
— Next Saturday is regular stock sales’
day. If you have anything to sell report
the same to Col. L. G. Hunt, who will see
that it is listed and properly advertised.
— At the races held at Wooster on the
4th, “Billy R.’’ owned by B. Workman, of
Danville, dropped dead after running a mile
in 2.18, having ruptured a blood vessel.
— Edward Trott, aged 20 years, died from
consumption, Tuesday afternoon, at the
lmmv of his father, Win. Trott, south of
the city. The funeral will take place to
day.
— Cel. L. G. Hunt’s Irish water spaniel,
“Kittie Flaherty,” whelped twelve puppies,
Tuesday night, “and another that got away
was not counted.” The Colonel says he
will enlarge his house the next time.
— Another splendid list of campaign sub
scribers to the Banner was received the past
week. The reduction now made in price to
40 cents should secure the patronage of 500
new subscribers. Let the good work go on.
— A call has been made assembling the
Democratic Central Committee in this city
next Saturday to select the time for hold
ing the county nominating convention.
The date now most favored is Saturday,
August 4tli.
—- Anna Moise, aged 38 years, died at the
home of her sister. Mrs. Geo. Alspaugli, on
east Front street, Friday, ami was buried
Sunday afternoon, the funeral being con
ducted by Rev Geo. C. Williams, of the
Baptist Church.
— Canton Wallace No. 59 .’atriarclis Mili
tant, the uniform rank of the I. O. 0. F. of
bis city has secured a three year’s lease of
be High street Rink, in which to bold
heir practice drills, and will lit the same
up in becoming style.
— The “Deestrict Sknle” entertainment,
given under auspices of the Y’s at the Opera
House, Friday night, was a financial success,
the bouse being well-filled. The program
was well rendered and afforded no end of
amusement and pleasure to the spectators.
— Kremlin Nos. 4 and No. 5, occupied by
the B.ANNF.Kaml Mr. Richard West, are being
substantially improved this week by the
addition of a handsome ornamental galvinized iron cornieeaml trimmings. The work
is being done by Messrs. Bounds and Hub
bell.
- About twenty employes of the Bridge
Works were discharged, Thursday, for ab
senting themselves from the works on the
4th, after declining the holiday and agree
ing to work on that day. Snp’t. Macdonald
says their places were promptly tilled with
new men on Saturday.
— The amateur opera company from
Newark, which produces “Little Tycoon”
at the Opera House, Monday night, is com
posed of fifty people and a splendid orches
tra. Their production is highly spoken of
and our citizens should show their apprecia
tion of former courtesies, by greeting the
visitors with a crowdeil house.
• — Several sneak thief jobs occurred on
Wednesday evening of last week. At Dan.
Keefer’s restaurant the money-drawer was
relieved of $8, while the clerks were viewing
the fire works. Two of Dettra’s hands
while asleep in the office had their pockets
picked of $5, and G. W. Simmons of the
East end lost a set of buggy harness, which
was stolen from his-slable.
— The salary of the Mt. Vernon post
master has been reduced from $2,200 to $2,100, per year by the department at Wash
ington. This was based on the receipts of
ttie office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887. As the income of the office for the
year 1887-8 exceeds $$0,000, in addition to
securing free delivery. Postmaster Thomp
son’s salary will also be restored and pro
bably increased.
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IS IT A FAILURE?

Till III* ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Serious Complaints Made Against
llie New Vapor Gas Now Be
ing Supplied to tl»e City.

Of tlie Ohio Christian Endeavor
Union to be Held in this
City Next Week.

For the past week there has been much
comment and great complaint about the
vapor, or combination oil and water gas,
now being produced by the gas company
and used throughout the city. When the
new gas was first turned into tlie mains it
burned brilliantly, and gave promise of be
ing a decided improvement over the article
manufactured from coal. But later results
,go to show that the gas is anything but sat
isfactory, and if the evils complained of are
not corrected, that its use will be discontin
ued by the wholesale. Among the com
plaints made are that it is so light and
buoyant it “puffs up” and goes out, and
therein lies the danger. Many people are
accustomed to leave a taper burning in
their rooms at night. Many cases are re
ported of the gas being extinguished by the
force of air behind it, until the poisonous
vapor tilled the sleeping apartments, en
dangering the lives of the occupants. At
the Savings Bank, where the gas is left
burning all night, the other morning, Mr.
Samuel Israel, the cashier, discovered iqxin
opening the door that it bad blown out and
the ronm was so filled with smoke and gas
as to lie suffocating. Main street storekeejiers complain of the same experience.
Another objection and a most serious one,
is the manner in which the smoke arises
from the burning jets. Nearly all the street
lamps and globes have become so discolored
from the smoke as to nearly shut off the
reflection of the light. In private residences
walls and ceilings are becoming discolored
bj- the smoke to a most anqpying degree,
and consumers declare that they will cause
the gas to be shut Off and employ lamps to
light their homes.
Policeman Cooper reports that one night
during the past week no less than fifteen
street lamps were.found to be extinguished
and the gas escaping.
At the Baptist clmrch, Sunday night, the
fumes of the gas and smoke therefrom, im
pregnated the room to such an extent, as to
effect the lungs of fully one-third the con> gregation, producing fits of coughing, and
many of the audience wer<5 obliged to leave
before the services were concluded. The
pastor, Rev. Mr. Williams, is authority for
this statement, and he further said that if
the fault is not remedied he will cause coaloil lamps to be placed in the church.
Still another complaint is that the oil-gas
causes the lava tips of the burners to gum
up, until the flame is reduced thereby, and
scarcely enough light given out to cast a
shadow.
In answer to these complaints the gas
company claims that experiments are being
made to correct these defects, and if the
public will exercise a due amount o*
patience the present evils will he corrected,
and in time a first-class article of illuminat
ing gas produced.
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4 Colt Bom minus the Fore

I.egs anrd Resembling a
Kangaroo.
A Suggestion That the Monstros
ity may Prove a Transition to
the Horse of the Eocene
Period.

There was born on the farm of Mr. Orville
Skeen, about one half mile north of this
city' on the Wooster road, Monday night,
a freak of nature, that, should it live, bids fair
to excite the ‘curiosity of the scientific
world. The queer monstrosity is a colt that
is healthy appearing and well developed in
every respect, except fliat it is minus both
fore legs, and in their stead are protuber
ances that for all the world resemble the
arms and paws of a dog. The dam of tlie
colt is the McGibony mare, now 17 years
old, and the sire Robinson’s well-known
Abdallah. The helpless little animal was
unable to suckle its mother and was fed by
bottle until it had gained sufficient strength
to be handled, when it was lifted in the
arms of two hien and allowed to take nour
ishment in the natural manner. The case
is pronounced one of arrested development,
the fore limbs being simply rudimentary.
On the right side the shoulder blade is so
illy developed as to be scarcely felt through
the skin. Attached to the lower part are a
few bones, evidently a part of the knee.
From these bones depend a slim hone that
answers to the meda-carpal or shin-bone,
and from which projects three well-defined
claws, like those of a dog. The entire length
of the protuberance is about 10 inches. The
left limb is more fully developed, the shoul
der blade and humerus being well defined.
At the end is a small and imperfectly formed
hoof.
A representative of the Banner accom
panied Dr. Cotton, the well-known veterin
ary surgeon, to see this startling curiosity,
on Tuesday. It was found reclining upon
its side on a bed of straw. As it struggled
to gain an eijeet position it plunged across a
space of twelve feet, its action resembling
that of the kangaroo. The mother, with
almost human instinct, watched the move
ments of her deformed offspring with close
interest, and seemed restless and nervous
while it was being handled. As Mr. Skeen
was particularly anxious to preserve the life
of the strange looking animal, Dr. Cotton
advised that it be placed in a sling made of
strong coffee-sacking and suspended byrope and pulley, so that it would not injure
itself, and at the same time be able to
receive its nourishment in the usual way.
Since Tuesday morning the road leading
to Mr. Skeen’s farm lias been thronged with
vehicles carrying people from this city to
look at the queer monstrosity, and the
owner has already’ received several desirable
offers for llie colt, provided it lives and
becomes strong and healthy.
Tlie turns untune has been the subject of
PERSONAE POINTS.
discussion among many of our citizens,
Mr. anil Mrs. W. J. Horner are visiting some of whom venture the scientific opin
Columbus friends.
ion that possibly the “freak” may prove to
Mr. Gto. V. Ilarn, of the Manslied Herald, be a partial transition from the horse of the
was in town Thursday.
present day to that of the fox-like animal
Hon. Lee A. Bell, of Morgan township, from which it originated during the Eocene
was in the city Tuesday.
period.
Miss May Snook, of Newark, spent Sun
COURT STATISTICS.
day witli friends in this city.
Mr. Clarence Snook, of Troy, Ohio, is on
Auuniil Report of County Clerk
a visit to Mt. Vernon friends.
Neal Concerning Judgment*.
M iss Ella Dirk in has gone to Toledo for a
Divorce Suits, Etc.
two weeks’ visit with friends.
Clerk of the Courts Hugh Neal has com
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Phifer, are visiting
pleted bis report ofcourt statistics as requir
their son Harvey at Pittsburgh.
Mrs. U. O. Stevens has returned from a ed by law, and forwarded the same to tlie
secretary of state. From a copy of the same
pleasant visit with Newark friends.
Mrs. Mary Lippert, of Columbus, is the now on file in bis office, ttie following sum
mary is taken.
guest of her sister, Mrs. W. DeColignon.
Divorce cases—Cause of action: Adultery
Col. M. J. Becker, Chief Engineer of the
Pan Handle road, was in the city, Monday. 3, absence and neglect 19, cruelty 7, drunk
Mrs. J.C. Scott, of Warsaw, has been the enness 3, fraud 3; total 33. Number decided
guest of Mt. Vernon friends the past week. within the year, 20; still pending, 13. Num
Miss Anna Strald, of Bellaire, is the guest ber brought by husband, 7, by wife, 26.
of her aunt, Mrs. H. P. Bennett, on Nortli number wherein alimony was allowed 1;
Divorces granted when brought by hus
Main street.
Miss Zora McCormick, of Ashland, is the band, 4; granted when brought by wife, 9;
guest of the Misses McCormick, North Mul refused when brought by wife, 1; dismissed
when brought by wife, 3.
berry street.
Criminal
cases—Indictments
found:
Mr. and Mrs. F. I). Stnrges wili go to Ma
rietta next week to attend the centennial Murder in the first degree 1, manslaughter 2,
robbery 2, assault with intent to kill 5,
ce’eb ration.
Mrs. M. J. McFadden, of Van Wert, is assault and battery 6, arson 3, burgvisiting at the residence of Mi’s. Wm. Mc ulary and larceny 8, embezzlement 4,
killing or injuring domestic animals 2,
Fadden, Green Valley.
Mrs. Nevil Whitesides, of Leavenworth, grand larceny 2, petit larceny 4, obstructing
Kansas, is expected here shortly on a visit public highway 1, malicious destruction Of
property 1, forgery 2, house-breaking 1.
to Mt. Vernon friends.
Mr. J. D. Skilton. of Monroeville, and Indictments disposed of 25, still pending 4.
Kenyon ’88, spent several days in Mt. Ver" Amount allowed defendants counsel when
paid by the county $600. Other indict
non and Gambier, this week.
Messrs. II. C. Devin, W. F. Douthirt and ments: carrying concealed weapons 3, offen
Miss Bessie Devin, went to Put-in-Bay, ces against gambling laws 5, offence against
the liquor laws 12, disturbing religious
Wednesday, for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry went to Cin meeting 3.
Fines, costs and forfeited recognizances:
cinnati, Saturday, to attend the funeral of
Crimes against the person $35, against prop
a son of Mr. Henry’s brother.
Misses Lena Mengert and May Dearlieart, erty $10, all other offences $135; total $180.
of Mansfield, were the guests of Miss Maggie Amount collected $80. Total costs taxed,
$226, amount collected from defendants,
Taylor, several days last week.
Mrs. Della Smith, of Highland county, $120.
Civil Judgments—Total number rendered
who has been visiting her cousin, Mr. J. B.
153, number for money 90, amount ad
Bevans, returned home Monday.
Mr. Will Porter, of Kansas City, who has judged due $72,991.14, average amount of
been the guest of his father, Mr. II. T. Por each judgment, $477.07; number of final
decrees, 54.
ter, returned to his home on Monday.
Inquests—Death by accident 4, natural
Messrs. J. B. Waight and A. R. McIntire
went to Put-in-Bay, Wednesday, to attend cause 2; total 6, as follows: Michael Leon
ard, killed by cars; Joseph Austin, drown
the meeting of the State Bar Association.
A little daughter was born to Mr. and ing: Oscar Cooper, injured by log and
Mrs. Levi Braddock, Monday evening,which wagon; Mary A. Gleasan, burning; Mary A.
they will christen Frances Cleveland Brad Garrad; heart disease.
in the probate court.
dock.
Offences against the person—Assault and
Mr. Ben Wilson, of Newark, was here
Saturday, arranging for the appearance of battery, 2; |ietit larceny, 5; other offenses, 1.
the “Little Tycoon” company, Monday Sent to Reform School, 7; girls to industrial
school, 1; for vagrancy, 1. Amount fines
night.
Mr. W. P. Richards, who has been so assessed, $229.90.
journing in Aspinwall, Central America, is
CONGKENNIONAU CONTEST.
on a visit to his sister, Mrs. A. R. McIntire
and other relatives in this city.
A number of young ladies will give a Probable Nominations of the
Leap Year hall at the Armory, Monday
Demoerutie and Republi
night. Tlie music will lie furnished by the
can Conventions.
Big Four orclieatnt, of Newark.
The
Democratic
convention for the selec
Mr. John Denney, Jr., of Cleveland, was
tion
of
a
candidate
for Congress in this (the
mingliifg with his numerous Mt. Vernon
friends on Tuesday and Wednesday. He is 9th) district, will be held at Delaware
now “on the road” for Strong, Cobh A Co., to-day. A number of delegates went to that
c’.ty yesterday and more will follow this
wholesale druggists.
Mrs. P. II. Updegratt’, accompanied by moAiing. The indications are that Hon.
her daughter, Miss May, and son Master John S. Braddock, of this city, and onr
Eddie, left on Tuesday for Brockville, On present distinguished State Senator, will
tario, in the Thousand Islands, where they receive the nomination by acclamation. So
far as known there are no other candidates
will spend the summer.
Mr. John S. Gotshall has resigned his po in this district. His name will be presented
sition as manager of a (Irtfg.store at Buffalo, to the convention by Gen’l Geo. W. Morgan.
and returned to Mt. Vernon, where he will That Senator Braddock will make a strong
spend the summer with his mother and candidate and hustle bis Republican op
ponent, is conceded on all sides.
take a much needed rest.
The Republicans of the 9th district have
selected CariTinglon as the place, and Aug.
Oeatli «f llarry 11. Campbell. loth the time for bolding their congressional
The death of Harry M. Campbell, which convention. About every county in tlie
has not been unlooked for, occurred at 6' district will present a candidate, and it is
o’clock, Wednesday morning, at his home said that Marion lias no less than three
on Gambier street. He suffered a stroke of aspirants for the position. While not a
paralysis about two years ago and a second candidate for a third term, Col Cooper’s
attack a year since, which resulted in soft friends are not. without hope that a pro
ening of the brain. For several months he longed and bitter contest among tlie other
has been a terrible sufferer, and death was a candidates may result in that gentleman
welcome relief. Deceased was a son of the being chosen to again make the contest.
late Charles Canihpell, and was horn in New
At both conventions candidates will be
York City. He was about 50 years of age. selected fur Presidential electors.
He was married in 1880 to Miss Flo Got
Damaging Storm.
shall, daughter of the late John P. Gotshall,
by which union there was one child, a
One of 0ie severest anil most destructive
daughter, bath of whdbi survive. The only storms of the season passed over Knox
living member of his immediate family county Sunday afternoon. The rain pour
are iss Bessie Campbell and Mrs. Thomas ed down in torrents, while the wind blew
W. McCue, of Akron, both of whom were with the force of a hurricane. Throughout
present at the time of his death. The de the city many shade and ornamental trees
ceased made his home in Mt. Vernon from were blown down or dismantled. Reports
early childhood, except fora period of four from the surrounding country indicate that
•years, just passed, when lie was engaged in the growing crops and fruit were badly in
business at Akron. lie possessed a genial jured. Corn and oats and wheat were pros
disposition and generosity' of heart that en trated by the wind and rain, and in many
deared him to a large circle of friends, llis fields laid entirely fiat. The wheat crop was
devoted wife and sisters will have the sym about ready to be harvested, and this work
pathy of the entire community.
will now be attended with great difficulty.
The funeral services will take place Friday Fruit growers say that many orchards suf
morning at St. Vincent de Paul’s Catholic fered to a considerable extent, the half de
churc h. and will be conducted by Rev. veloped apples and peaches being. blown
Father Mulhane. The remainswill he taken from the trees and scattered upon the
to New York fur interment in the family ground in large quantities.
lot, and will he accompanied by Mrs. Camp
bell, her brother, Mr. John S. Gotshall and
- Tlie B. and O. R’y. will sell round trip
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCue.
tickets at half fare to parties desiring to at
tend the Marietta Centennial Celebration
— The corner stone laying of the Soldiers next week.
and Sailors’ I (nine at Sandusky, takes place
— A coal wagon of Hill anil Cole, stand
to-day. Gen. Morgan, of this city, was to ing on a B. and O. side track, last Thursday,
have been one of the speakers, hut was kept was struck by a freight car, and badly de
away by a previous engagement.
moralized.

The Council Will Have Electric
Light or Know the Beason Why,
, The third animal convention of tlie Y.
P. S. C. E. U. of Ohio will be held in this
city,-on Wednesday and Thursday of next Suit Commenced Against the
week,. in the Baptist "and Congregational
Schuyler Company for NouChurches. Two hundred or more delegates
Fullfilment of Contract.
from’ail parts of Ohio are expected in atten
dance. Mr. Frank L. Graft i^ chainnan of
the local committee of arrangements, from Tlie Plant at Millersburg At'
whom all desired information can he ob taehed ill Furtherance of the
tained.
City’s Claim
for
£5,000
The State officers of the Assooiariqp are—
Damages—What the Schuy
ler Folks Have to say
President, Rev. W. §. Ament; Vice Presi
About tlie Matter.
dents, R£v. J.* C.« Timms, G. A? Gftrbaugh
and B. R. McClellan; Secretary and Treas
urer, A. S. C’ljirk. Following is-the pro
For the past month or more there lias
gram of tlie C6nferei§ce to b.e held here:
been much comment and surmising con
WEDNESDAY.’- .
cerning the dilatory action of the Schuyler
7 p.jn.—Address by President.
Electric Light Company in not complying
8 p. fn.—C?E. Consecration .Meeting.
with the requirements of the contract award
*
THURSDAY.
ed them for lighting the streets of Mt. Ver
9 a. m.—Song serviqp
9 30 a. m.—Address of Welcoiqe’............... non with electricity. It was known that
Rev. F. A. -Wilber, Mt. Vernon. the agent of the coihpany had made several
R^spqnse by President.
10 a. m.—Reading.of Minutes of last Con visits to the city for the purpose of negotiat
ing the sale of the plain, when it should be
vention.
10:10 a,in.—Address by Rev. A. IL Christy, erected, to the Mt. Vernon Gas and Coke
Hudson. Subject, “IIow can we. best de Company, and that he had been unable to
velop the habit of" P&nicipation in our
convince the home company that it was to
Prayer Meetings.
Discussion ef the Subject.
<
their interest to own and operate the elec
10:45 a. m.—A-ddress by' P.ev. W. F. Mc tric light plant here.
Dowell, Tiffin. Subject, ‘‘Timothy and
The council committee addressed several
the Scriptures.”
letters to the Schuyler folks, concerning the
11a. m.—Reports from Societies.
11:23 a. m.—Minister’s Half Hour.
unseeming delay, and received anything
11:55 a. m.—Appointing ofCommiltees.
but satisfactory replies thereto. In one
12 m.—Adjourn for Dinner.
communication the electric light company
afternoon.
1:30 p. m.—Prayer and Song.
c’aimed to have received information that
1:45 p. m.—Discussion. Subject, “Do we council had not the legal ritrht to enter into
need a State paper ?”
a five year’s contract for lighting the city.
2:15 p. m.—Reports from Societies.
3:00 p.m.—Address. Prof. Henry C. King, This statement was met hv an offer from
Oberlin. Subject. “The Bible a real book.” some of our most substantial citizens to
3:30 p m.—Question. “How best preserve indemnify the Schuyler company against
the Spiritual Life of the Society.” Discus
sion opened by Rev. Sydney Strong, Mt. loss that might arise under such claim, by a
Vernon.
good and sufficient bond, to cover the entire
4 p. ra.—Address. Rev. W. C. Dawson, Wel period.
lington. Subject, “The New Evangelism.’
This proposition did not meet the prompt
4:30 p. m.—Report of Officers and Commit’
response expected, until finally council lost
tees, and election of Officers.
patience and determined to test the matter
EVENING.
whether or not a responsible corporation
7 p. m.—Opening of Question Box.
7:30 p.m.—Roll call of Local Societies and could be compelled to carry out its part of a
Delegates.
contract and award made in good faith by
tlie city. Hence it was that council reluct
WHY IIE DECLINED.
antly commenced the proceedings narrated
below:
Too Fine » Salary a<* a Pastor to
A special meeting of council was held
Desire the Assistant Bishopric. Thursday morning, President Jennings in
The Rev. Dr. William F. Nicholls, who the chair, aud all present hut Miller. Kelley
was elected Assistant Bishop of the Diocese and DeColignon.
of Ohio, at the Protestant Episcopal Con
The President stated that the meeting had
vention held at Sandusky June 13, has ad been called at the written request of Messrs.
dressed a letter to the committee, appointed Henry, Martin and Bunn, to take action up
to notify him of the action of the convention on the failure of the Schuyler Electric
declining the honor. In the concluding Light Company to sign and deliver contract
paragraph of his communication be says:
and bond for lighting streets with electricity
“Now that the result lias been reached, I
The clerk reported that said company had
can only say of it that it has been ray con failed to deliver contract ten days from date
stant endeavor, while seeking the Holy
Spirit’s aid through all means to be delivered of award, and had even since failed, neglect
from all blindness of heart in the judicial ed and refused to do so.
Study of the claims of duty’ involved.
Mr. Martin moved that an action be com
The result is that my duty seems to be to
continue in the duty of my present station menced at once by the city of Mt Vernon
and to decline the election. With an ap against the Schuyler company and C. T.
preciation of the honor and confidence be Ensminger.its bondsman, to recover damages
stowed upon me, which is as deep as the ex for its failure to enter into contract and
periences associated with it, I am yours,
furnish bond in accordance with their
very sincerely.”
Rev. Wm. F. Nicholls.
A dispatch from Philadelphia, dated July accepted proposal to light the city with
5, says: “The declination of the Assistant electricity, and that a committee be appoint
Bishopric of Northern Ohio by Rev. Wm. ed to take charge of said case, employ coun
F. Nicholls, of St. James P. E. Church, of sel, etc.
The motion prevailed and the President
this city has occasioned no surprise here,
because it was never believed that Mi. Nich appointed Messrs. Martin, Bunn and
olls would leave bis present position for Mebaffey as said committee.
Mr. Bunn asked to be excused, and Mr.
one that reqnireil so much traveling around
Henry was appointed in his stead.
as is the case with an assistant Bishop.
Council then adjourned.
“While he appreciates the honor, he is very
The special committee secured the legal
sensibly' impressed with the fact that be is
the bead of the most aristocratic and per services of Messrs. Cooper & Moore, II. H.
haps tlie wealthiest parish in this city. Greer and P. B. Chase to look after the city’s
Rev. Mr. Nicholls receives a salary’ of $10,- interests in the matter, and on Thursday
000 per year, and the bolding is worth at morning a petition was filed in the Clerk
least $5,000 to $7,000 more. Geo. W. Childs of Court’s office, asking damages in the sum
is one of the members of the congregation of $5,000 against the Schuyler Electric Light
and be was instrumental in bringing Mr. company for non-fullfllment of contract.
The title of the suit is the “City of Mt.
Nicholls to this city. He was also opposed
to his leaving here. Dr. Nicholls is at pres Vernon, Ohio, against the Schuyler Electric
ent a guest at Mr. Child’s residence, Long Light Company and C. T. Ensminger.”
The petition avers that the defendant is an
Branch.”
incorporated company duly organized and
incorporated under the laws of the state of
Exchanged Places.
Connecticut, with its principal office at Mid
The State Journal of Monday states that dletown in said state; that on the 16th day
Hon. R. M. Rownd, resident manager of of May, 1888, the City Council of Mt. Ver
the penitentiary will sever bis connection non passed a resolution authorizing the City
with that institution, and be appointed a Clerk to advertise for bids or proposals to
member of the State Canal Commission, and light said city by electric lights; that prior
Mr. Charles F. Baldwin, of this city, will to said date a majority of the citizens of Mt.
be his successor on the Board, resigning his Vernon had expressed a desire to have the
place on the Canal Commission, to accept city lighted by electricity, and had requested
the latter position. This change was brought the city council to take the necessary steps to
about at Mr. Baldwin's request to Governor secure the lighting of said city by electric
Foraker—the former finding that the oner light; that the city clerk advertised to receive
ous duties connected with the commission bids until 12 o’clock noon, Friday, the 1st
took up the greater portion of his time and day of June, 1888, for lighting the streets of
interferred with the editorial work required said city with 74 double carbon arch lights;
upon his paper, the Mt. Vernon Republican. that the advertisement provided that pro
As member of the Board of Managers of posals must be made in accordance with the
the Ohio Penitentiary’, Mr. Baldwin can ar printed specifications and on blank forms
range his business to attend the regular provided by tlie city, and that ample securi
monthly meetings at Columbus, without ty would be required from parties putting
neglecting his newspaper work It is under in bids, both in connection with putting in
stood that the exchange is mutually agree proposals and contract. 9 9 9 The plain
able to Col. Baldwin and Mr. Rownd, and tiff further avers that the Schuyler Electric
that the arrangement will go into effect to company on the 1st day of June, 1888, with
day. The salary of the Canal Commissioner their said proposal and as a part thereof
is $1,200 per annum, while that of member and to secure the faithful performance of
of the Penitentiary Board is $1,000, with a the same, by entering into a contract, filed a
per diem allowance for expenses.
bond with the city clerk of Mt. Vernon,
Here is what the Columbus Dispatch says with the defendant, C. T. Ensminger, as the
about the matter:
surety thereof; that the said bond recited
“Col. Charles Baldwin, we understand, that the Schuyler Elictric company and C.
will presently retire from the Canal Com T. Ensminger, did thereby agree that if
mission to take a place on the Board of
Penitentiary Managers. Tlie reports of tlie their proposal was accepted, to pay to said
nice times they had at the penitentiary on city all damages that should in any manner
the Fourth, and the good things they had be occasioned by the failure of the Schuyler
to eat, have probably been too much for the
Colonel. He has concluded that this beats company to execute the contract, and with
crawling over berme banks and prowling proper sureties for its full and complete per
about muskrat holes all hollow.”
formance. The plaintiff says that upon the
examination of the proposals by the City
Council of Mt. Vernon, the contract for
IlaiMed Tlie Limit.
The patrons of tlie Mt. Vernon post-office, lighting said city, was on the 8th day of
who have been hoping that the revenue of June, 1888, awarded to the defendant the
the office for the fiscal year would reach Schuyler Electric company, and the Presi
$10,000, the amount required by the P. O. dent and City Clerk authorized to enter into
Department before the free delivery system said contract, with said defendant, and the
can be established, will be glad to know latter was duly notified of the acceptance of
that the annual report of Postmaster its proposal.
That said plaintiff was, now is, and lias
Thompson, which has been forwarded to
Washington shows that our city may' now at all times since the 8tli day of June, 1888,
be placed in the list of tlie favored class. been ready and willing to enact said ordi
The income for the four periods of the fiscal nance granting permission to the Schuyler
Electric company to erect and maintain its
year, ending June 30, 1888, is as follows:
First quarter............... x.................... $2,282.24 system of electric lighting, and granting to
Second quarter................................. 2,722.45 said company the right of way through, in
Third quarter.................................. 2,468.98 and upon the streets, etc., of said city; that
Fourth quarter................................ 2.588.06
the contract recited in substance that the
Total......................................... $10,061.73 Schuyler Electric company agreed to erect
A post-otfice official will probably- be sent and maintain in the city of Mt. Vernon, an
here from the department to make a report electric light plant, known and designated
concerning the matter of establishing free as the Schuyler electric light for the purpose
delivery, which will be the basis of securing of conducting tlie business of arc and incan
an appropriation for putting tlie servfce in descent lighting in said city, the same to be
completed and in actual running operation
operation here.
within 90 day from the date of contract.
Tlie conditions and specifications are
Death of lira. John Dettra.
then recited, after which the petition alleges
Mrs. Rebecca Dettra, wife rtf Councilman that the said contract was to be executed
John Dettra, died Thursday afternoon, after within ten days from the date of said award
a prolonged illness, from nervous prostra by the defendant, who at the same time was
tion and general debility—the immediate to furnish a bond in the sum of $5,000 for
cause being paralysis of the heart. De faithful performance of said contract; that
ceased was a daughter of Thomas Lewis the plaintiff requested the Schuyler Electric
and was born at Uniontown, Penn., Aug company to execute the contract and also
ust, 1836. The funeral occured Saturday the bond in accordance wiili its proposal,
afternoon at 5 o'clock, the services being which it was hound in good faith to do by
conducted by Rev. Geo. C. Williams of the the 8th of June, 1888; but the plaintiff says
Baptist church. The top of the casket was tlurt the defendant has refilled and wholly
covered with floral designs and boquels of failed to enter into said contract by the exe
flowers. The fellow-councilmen of Mr. cution and delivery of the same to the
Dettra acted as pall-bearers and the remains plaintiff, and still neglects and refuses to do
were interred in Mound View Cemetery. so.
The deceased is survived by her husband
The plaintiff says that in consequence of
and two young sons, who have the sym the failure and refusal of the said defendant,
pathy of the entire community.
the Schuyler Electric company to execute
said contract the said plaintiff has sustained
A Silly Boast.
damage in the sum of $5,000, for which sum
Our esteemed but somewhat conceited it prays judgment against the said defen
contemporary, the Republican! n^akes the dants.
silly boast in its Saturday’s issue of having
The petition is sworn and subscribed to
secured the publication of the electric light by H. W. Jennings as the President of the
suit in advance of the other city papers, and council, and duly authorized ageut of the
lays more stress on this statement than on city of Mt. Vernon.
the importance of the snbject matter itself.
The affidavit in attachment was filed July
The truth of the matter is that the Repub 5, 1888, and after setting forth the aver
lican local did not learn of the proceedings ments in the petition above quoted, states
untii they were 24 hours old and had been that the claim is a just one, and that there
published in the Enquirer as a special from is due the plaintiff from said defendant the
Mt. Vernon, and got bis first tip from the sum of $5,000, and affiant further says that
Banner representative. This paper was the defendant, the Schuyler Electric com
printed before the meeting and action of pany, is a foreign corporation and a non
Council was taken, but a detailed and cor resident of the state of Ohio.
rect account of the proceedings will lie
The order of attachment was directed to
found on this page.
the sheriff of Holmes county, Ohio, at
Millersburg.
— The farmers of Knox county are har
The special committee authorized Mr. P.
vesting an immense crop of hay.
B. Chase, as one of the attorneys for the

city, to go to Millersburg and levy an at
tachment upon the plant in course of erec
tion there, and owned by the Schuyler
Electric company. The writ was placed in
the hands of the sheriff of Holmes county,
who served a summons upon Col. W. A.
Sheldon, as managing agent of the company,
and then proceeded to take possession of the
electrical aparatus, which consisted of a 50
arc dynamo, wire, lamps, etc., of the value
of about $5,000.
Col. Sheldon wired his company at Middietown of the proceedings and received a
reply to report at once at the factory, where
he proceeded, in accordance with instruc
tions, the following day.
Col. Sheldon stated to Mr. Chase that if it
became necessary tlie company would exe
cute an undertaking in double the amount
at which tlie Millersburg plant was valued,
in favor of the city of Mt. Vernon, and
thereby release the property attached, as is
provided by statute.
President Jennings received a letter on
Saturday from the Schuyler Electric com
pany stating that they were very much sur
prised at the action of City Clerk Chase,
and requesting that he examine the telegram
and correspondence that had passed between
the company and the clerk, and from that
they believed that he would see that he
was not justified in commencing proceed
ings in attachment, and levying upon the
Millersburg plant. They further intimated
that as Mt. Vernon had seen fit to com
mence legal proceedings without sufficient
cause, that the company would he very
cautious as to what character of contract
tliev were to sign. They said that they had
sent for Mr. Sheldon, their agent, to come
to Middletown,as he was acquainted with
all details, to inform them just how matters
stood in every particular. As to making a
five-year’s contract, which was the only
objection made for having failed to sign the
contract, the company states, that this was
now out of the way, as wealthy citizens of
Mt. Vernon, believing that the city had a
right to so contract, had offered to give the
company a bond indemnifying them against
any loss by reason of such claims. Certain
ly after going to the expense in procuring
this franchise, they say they do not intend
to give it up unless compelled to do so.
Telegraphic correspondence has been in
progress this week between the Schuyler
Company and Council Committee, and it is
now certain that an amicable adjustment
will be arrived at. The company telegraphs
that a representative will he here in a few
days to adjust all differences.
Ten Days in Jail for Assaulting
His Mother.

Mrs. Mary Harrington, who lives on west
Gambier street near the B. & 0. railroad, ap
peared before His Honor Mayor Brown,
and swore out a warrant for the arrest of
her son, George Harrington, charging him
with assault and battery. According to her
statement the unnatural son became in
censed at her and struck her in the face.
He was arrested by Marshal Blythe, brought
before the Mayor, admitted his guilt, and
was fined $5 and costs and sentenced to ten
days in jail. It is a pity that the city has
not a stone-pile where the cowardly brute
could be made to swelter in the sun for
about thirty days.
Yestil»ule<l Trains on the It. »V O.

Mr. Charles O. Scull, the popular general
passenger agent of the B. <fe O. recently
stated to a reporter of a Pittsburgh paper,
when asked if the Pullman company would
put vestibule cars on the B. & O. replied:
“Yes, sir; we expect to have all our through
trains vestihuled within the next ninety
days. Orders have been given to vestibule
a sufficient number of coaches to equip
our fast trains lietween Philadelphia, Chi
cago, Cincinnati, and St. Louis, and as
fast as cars can be withdrawn from service
all other through trains will be vestihuled.”

AT THE COURT HOUSE.
COMMON PLEAS—NEW CASES.
Wm. B. Cox vs. F, V. Owen, assignee
V. V. and Maly C. Henry; suit brought to
set aside judgment.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
The City of Mt. Vernon vs. The Schuyler
Electric Company; in attachment; suit bro't
rr xi 33
to recover $5,000 damages for failure to enter
into contract.
Tlios. Wallace vs. James Penhorwood and
Sylvester Welker; suit brought to set aside
judgment, and to restrain any proceedings
to collect the same until this case is heard
and disposed of in court.
Wm. C. White vs. Sarah Frances McEl
8, 10 AND 12 VINE STREET,
roy; suit brought to reverse judgment of
OPPOSITE
POST-OrriCB.
Harrison Atwood, J. P., on the 22d day of
December, 1887.
Hiram M. Switzer, Receiver, vs. Jacob
[From the Business Review, of Knox
Baker; suit brought for money only; amouyt County, Ohio.]
In all our prominent trade centers
claimed $1,604.

PROBATE COURT NEWS.
Levi S. Braodock appointed guardian of
Mary Brumbaugh, an allege J imbecile; bond
$8,400; hail Win, Trvine and J. S. Braddock.
Notice to John, Mary, Susie and Wm.
Dorer, heirs of Fidel Ilorer, to appear in
court to accept or decline administration.
Will of Phebe A. Sharp tiled for probate;
order to give notice and continued to July
13, 1888.
Notice filed by R. C. Mitchell to W. W.
Sharp and Nora Sharp of. hearing of will of
Phebe A. Sharp. a
Medical certificate taken in lunacy matter
of Wm. Henry Leonard, and certified copy
forwarded to Central Insane Asylum at Co
lumbus, with application for admission.
Final accounts filed by John K. Laudcrbaugh, Admr. of Ellen J. Lauderbaugh; by
David A. Leedv, Admr. of Margaret Long;
by Wm. Hamilton, Admr. of Jas. Honey.

MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Orange B. Smith and Alice D. Mowery.
LOCAL NOTICES.

New Bakery.

I have leased the stand of the old
George Bakery on Gambier street near
Main, and refitted the same to meet
the demands of the trade. I shall keep
on hand at all times, the Best-made
and Purest Bread in Mt. Vernon; also
all kinds of Cakes and Pies that will
melt in your mouth. Orders for Wed
ding and Party Cakes promply filled.
Give me a trial.
12jly4t
Frank Dotter.
Ilccrcntion

ExcurNfon.

Every Sunday, until further notice,
the B. it O. will sell round trip excur
sion tickets to Sandusky. Train leaves
Mt. Vernon at 9:1? a. m. Fare for
round trip, $1.75. Returning train
leaves Sandusky at G-.25 p. m. Tickets
good on day of sale only, going anil re
turning. For further information call
on agents of the B. & O. Road. 12j1y.3t
Excursion (o Cleveland, De
troit and Put-in-Bay.

On Friday, July 13, the Cleveland,
Akron At Columbus Railway will sell
round trip tickets, good returning until
July 17, at the following extremely low
rates: Cleveland $2.50; Put-in-Bay $3.50,
and Detroit $4.50 for the round trip.
Boats leave Cleveland for Detroit every
evening at 9 p. m'., and for Put-in-Jlay
at 8:30 a. m. For particulars **e posters
or call on P. G. Joyce, C., A. A C. Agt.
Jersey Callie lor Sale.

In order to reduce my herd of Jersey
Cattle at Lakehome, 1 will sell at prices
ranging between $75 and $125, a num
ber of good thoroughbred cows and
heifers, between now and the first of
October next. The herdsman, Wm.
Creveling, will give information and
answer inquiries.
C. DELANO.
5jly5t.

Kail Washout on the C'.. A. «V

A special from Millersburg on Monday
says: The big freshet yesterday lias com
pletely stopped travel and traffic on
through trains on tlie Dresden branch of
the C., A. & C. railroad. More or less of
the road-bed is gone between Warsaw and
Dresden, and the approaches to tlie tunnel
have caved in, causing the tunnel to partial
ly fill with water. It will take several days
to repair the track.
Local Option Defeated at (’OMhocton.

TAX-PAYKKS, ATTEVTIOX.
To enable the Treasurer to
make his final settlement with
the County in due time, all
unpaid taxes will be sent out
for collection after the 7th of
July.
The Treasurer will attend
in person at Fredericktown
on Wednesday, July 18, for
Wajne, Morris, Berlin and
Middlebury townships.
W. B. DUNBAR,
Treasurer Knox Co., 0.

A telegram from Coshocton on Monday
says: In a special election on the question
of local option, in a total vote of 793, the
measure was defeated by a majority of 45.
The saloons were all closed during the day
and the best of order prevailed. The wets
are highly jubilant to-night, while the ad
Artists’ Paints, Placques, Studies,
vocates of Prohibition are correspondingly
Canvass, Gold Paints and the Metallics,
depressed.

Crayons, <kc., Beardslee «fc Co.’s Eagle
Drug Store.
4

Butter aud Eggs.

The Grocers Protective Association has
adopted the following prices until further
notice:
BI’VINO.

SELLING.

Butter.......... ......................... 13
Eggs....................................... 14

16.
17.

IIOWA1ID.

Races at the Howard track on Saturday.
Miss Cora Brown, of Mt. Vernon, is visit
ing friends in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. Rowley, of Mt. Ver
non, spent the 4tli here.
Onr accommodating druggist is giving his
store room a coat of paint.
Mrs. Legrand Britton, who has been ipiite
poorly is slowlj’ recovering.
Wm. Hull who died at the Insane Asylum
on Friday, was buried at Jelloway, Sunday.
L. L. Bedell while hewing a piece of tim
ber cut his foot and is now confined to tlie
house.
Norman White sold six head of cattle to
J. B. Sellers, on Saturday, which averaged
1,300 pounds.
Lloyd Nicholas and John White shipped
three carloads of cattle to East Liberty, on
Saturday last.
FUEDEKICKTDWN.

there are those who assume distinction
and take a leading position by virtue
of their energy, business facilities and
enterprise, which comprehends the
full requirements of die business in
which they are engaged. This is emi
nently the case with the establishment
of F. J. D’Arcey. The premises occu
pied embrace a fine large business
block with a frontage of 70 feet on
Vine street, extending back a depth
of 55 feet, which is fitted up in metro
politan style in all departments. If
you enter the place you will surely
think that there is everything kept
there that is good to eat, drink, smoke
and nibble. The first floor is divided
into three departments. The West
room is used for general store, lunch
room aud office. Basement underneath
is used and equipped in first-class style
for beer and ale bottling, &c. The cen
tral room is occupied as a bar-room,
which is one of the finest in finish and
equipments in Ohio. The handsome
3u foot counter and refrigerator, side
board and mirrors, were exhibited
and took the first premium at the Cin
cinnati Industrial Exposition in 1886.
The basement underneath contains a
refrigerator which stores and cools
105 barrels of beer, an elevator run
ning from refrigerator to top of pave
ment. This room is also used for a
general store-room. The East room
contains three first-class Monarch Bil
liard and Pool Tables, which receive
very liberal patronage from lovers of
this popular amusement. The base
ment underneath is.where the exten
sive stock of liquors carried by this
house is kept, which comprises the
purest and most popular brands of
whiskies, wines, hraudies and gins,
both foreign and domestic, in the
market. The upper rooms, or second
floor, is handsomely fitted for dining,
ice cream and oyster parlors, with a
separate parlor for Udies, This is
a model feature of the house where
can he had in season all the delicacies
the market affords, which are served
by competent chefs and enjoyed by
our best citizens. Mr. D’Arcey baa
had many years experience, and as a
public caterer is unsurpassed. A visit
to Mt. Vernon is not complete with
out seeing this establishment.

Itogerg’ Silver Plated Ware

at Arnold’s, and guaranteed as repre
sented, at the very lowest prices. You
can get either Rogers «fe Son or Rogers
& Bros, at Arnold’s.

ALL KINDK OF REAL ESTATE
BOUGHT, MOLD AND EX<’ HANGED.

NO. 173.

ARM'—80 ACRES within the corpora
tion of Deshler, Henry county, (Tliio, a
town of 1,200 population. Deshler has three
railroads—the B.& 0., T. &D.and the D. <fe
M.; the land is crossed by the latter road;
pike along one end of farm. The whole
iarni is under cultivation and has two dwel
ling houses—it is suitable for sub-dividing
into lots and will be needed for this purpose
erelong. Price $100 per acre on arfy kind
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm
will bring 8 per cent, on this price for farm
ing purposes and will bring four times the
price asked when sub-divided into lots. It
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the Oil
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great
bargain as an investment.

F

No. 471.

UGGIES—A tirst-class, neariy new, two
seated Buggy for sale or exchange for
vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buggy at
reasonable price.

B

No. 175.

AFE—A large double door combination

O burglar and fire proof safe for sale ut

one-third its original cost.

I

No. 403.
T’ARM—65 ACRES-3 miles West of Mt.

- Vesnon; 62 acres under cultivation, 3
acres timber; new house containing 7rooms
and cellar, stable and other out-buildings;
young orchard, good well and cistern at the
house and springs on the farm. Price $60 per
acre—$1,000 cash, balance on any kind of
payments to suit the purchaser—would take
town property for part payment.
No. IOO.
F t HOICK VACANT LOT South end ol

Gay street, suitable for business prop
erty. Price $900 on payments to suit pur
chaser. Discount for all cash down.
No. 407.
t4 I ACRES, on Mansfield Avenue, ad-

the corporation of Mt. Ver
rnon\ onjoining
the North, rich landl now in wheat,

never-failing well—good building site, suit
able for gardening, will sell all or divide at
$200 per acre on any kind of payments de

sired.

No. 46».

VACANT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft
water spring, fine building site. Price
$300 per lot; 10 per cent discount if all sold
at one time.

4

No. 4<1S>.

OMALL FRAME HOUSE on Braddock
K3 street—a "drove well" guaranteed against
royalty collection. Price $500 on payments ot
$25 cash und $5 per month; rent only.
No. 470.

MALL FRAME HOUSE on Prosper
street, containing 3 rooms and cellar,
good cistern, but unfortunately have no
"drove well." Price, $500 on payments of $25
cash, and $5 per month. 1 will pay rent no
longer!

S

No. 471.

I / A ACRES in Cathoun county, Iowa,

black loam soil, 6 miles from county
seat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail
road. Price $20 per acre on time to suit pur
chaser.

JL o miles East of Mt. Vernon, lieweillog
house, well. Price $700, on three equal pay
ments, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.

I

FRESH OYSTERS!
(RED CROSS BRAND.)

and Prospect streets; house con
tains six rooms und stone cellar,
price $1,000, in payments of $100
cash and $10 per month; will ex
change for small farm.

A

NEW YORK COUNTS,

No. 45U.

"UpARM- -38 ACRES, 21 miles south-east
The Largest and Finest OYSTERS -U of Mt. Vernon; all under fence;8
acres
under cultivation; 10 acres timber:
ever sold in Mt. Vernon. Solid filled good hewed-log
house with 3 rooms and
cans at
cellar; excellent neverfailing spring; young
orchard. Price $60 per ncre, in payments of
$300 cash and $200 a year until paid out; or,
will take house and lot in Mt. Vernon in
part payment. A bargain!

THE OYSTER BAY.

No. 45«.

f pWO Splendid Building Lots on Waif
A nut street, artesinn well; price $400 for
the corner lot, $360 for the other; or $700
for the two, on payments of $10 per month.
No. 45S.

WE ALSO KEEP

FRESH CLA MS,
CKABS,

tl* /I i 4/ 4 will buy a choice building lot
tptatvyVron Sugar street, with arte

sian well, 4 squares from B. A O. depot, on
payments of One Dollar per Week ! Who
cannot savp 15 cents per day ?
No. 150.

AHOICE Vacant Residence Lot, corner
^Chestnut and Adums sts., three squares
from B. ife O. depot. Price $500 on longtime
including an artesinn well, which 1 agree to
put down.

C

No. 452.

LOT on Chestnut street, three
LOBSTERS. VACANT
squares from B. A O. depot. Price $460
on long time, including artesinn Well.

BARGAIN.

A

Building Ix>t, corner Adams
and Sugar streets, foursquares from B.
A&CHOICE
0. depot, including artesian well. Price

$460 on payments of $5 per month.

Garden Seeds (Landreth’s), at Beard
slee <fe Co.’s Drug Store.
12apr

No. 445.

T'RAMK HOUSE, corner Braddock and
- Burgess streets, contains three rooms.
Price $550, in payments of $50 cash undo
per month—rent only!

I

Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?
PREPARE

For the hot weather by securing a Ham
mock at Arnold’s. There you can find
all kinds at the very lowest prices.
Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?

No. 4441.

^7ACRE FARM—four miles East
O Bladensburg, known ns the “Charles
Mercer farm,” house 18x86,three rooms,new
bank barn 30x40, smoke house, springhoase
five good springs, supplying water for every
field; excellent orchard; 18 acres timber;; 4
acres meadow; 4 acres corn; remainingil x
fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on Ions
payments, or will trade for small tract nem
Mt. Vernon,or’projierty.in Mt. Vernon.

8

TELEPHONE NO. 50.

DISHES!

Cheaper than ever at Arnold’s, and
of all kinds. Call and have a look at
the different styles.

No.4»0.

No More Cliicken Cholera

If you use Beardslee & Co.’s Chicken
Powders—only at their Eagle Drug
Store.
3
HAVE YOI

TRY OUR

ICE COLD

Serious Aeeiileut and ICiiuawny
—Address Before tlie CTeve*
laud Club—Oilier Items
of Interest.

Ever tried one of the Perfection Carpet
Sweepers, sold by F. O. Arnold? Call
and see them anil take one home on
trial.
Ed. Vankirk is dangerously ill.
Try Beardslee & Co.’s for Drugs and
J. B. McGaughey is confined to his room Patent Medicines, Perfumes, &c.
5

with rheumatism.
J. F. Wright, of Worthington, Ohio, Sundayed in this place.
Mrs. C. Mercer was the guest of Mt. Ver
non friends, last week.
O. P. Rowley, of Cincinnati visited his
family in this place last week.
James Haines, of Mansfield, spent Satur
day and Sunday in this place.
Miss Hallie Hartridge was the guest of
Miss Mary Cocanower, last Sunday.
Farmers are now engaged in gathering
their golden grain, which is a fair crop.
A severe rain and wind storm passed over
this place last Sunday afternoon, doing
much damage to gardens and fruit trees.
Dr. S. II. Darling addressed the Cleveland
and Thurman club last Thursday evening.
While Mr. J. P. Haines was picking cher
ries from a medium sized tree, on Thuisday
last, fell lie to the pavement, a distance of
twelver feet, causing a severe wound in tlie
head and other internal injuries.
The old covered bridge, that has spanned
Owl Creek for many yeaTs, North of town,
was taken down last week and hauled
away. Workmen are now preparing the
abutments and lowering the approaches for
the erection of a new iron bridge to he built
by the Mt. Vernon Bridge Company.
On last Saturday as Mr. John Cosner, liv
ing South of here was driving in town, his
horse took fright and ran across a few of the
ornamental trees in the park ami down
Main street where it collided with the
hitching posts in front of the Misses Mount's
millinery store, when horse, buggy and Mr.
Cosner landed on the pavement in front of
the door in one confused mass. Bystanders
rushed to the scene and extricated Mr. Cos
ner, who, upon examination by Dr. S. B.
Potter, was found to have made his escape
with a few slight bruises about the head
and limbs. The buggy and the awning of
filestore were broken to pieces, while the
horse escaped without a scratch.

COLUMN

No. i«a.

Kue-Ken Oil.. What is it?

DISHES!

REAL ESTATE

j^ARM, 20 acres, ut Hunts Station; all
. under cultivation; 10 acres in wheat;
price $1,200, in payments of $200 cash, and
$100 per year; Rent only!

-------- AND--------

Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?

J. S. BRADDOCK’S

Wanted

Good Oats.

The Kokosing Mills will
pay the sum of 36 cents per
bushel for good Oats deliver
ed at once, at the Company’s
Mills in this city.

tT3KN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only
JL two squares from the B. A O. depot; ar.
tesian wells may be had on them nt an ex
pense of $30. Prices $300 to $450,|on paymentstosuit the purchasers.
No. 440.
*7 I ACRES, three squares from fit* &o!

2 depot, suitable for manufacturing pur
poses, for gardening or for cow pasturejjartesian well. Price $400 an acre on time.,

5 cts. Per Glass,

50 CENTS PER GALLON,
AT THE

OjslttEij liiitl Ettrttr,

NO.

E

No. 89«.

npiIRKK-SEVKNTHS interest in an 80
X acre farm, half mile East of Louisville
Uckingeounty,Ohio;rich, black soil. Price
$1200; will exchange for property in Mount
Vernon.
No. SH8.

NDIVIDED half interest in ubusinus
property in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2
story building on Main Stqstoreroom 26x60
feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for
dwellings* at tlie low price of $S60. J

U

REPOICT <»F THE (ItMUilUV

NO.BI2.

OF THE

KXOX tfATIOWAU BANK
of Mt. Vernon, in the State of Ohio, at close
of business, June 30th, 1888.
RESOURCES
Loans ami Discounts...................$123,398 79
Overdrafts............ .......................
1,259 79
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation 23,000 00
Due from approved reserve agents 11,469 65
Due from other National Banks 9,346 24
Due from State banks and bankers 3,946 34
Current expenses and taxes paid 2,783 73
Cheeks and other cash items...1... • 2,159 66
Bills of other Banks................... 13,190 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.............7................
15 73
Specie............................................ 5,006 00
Legal tender’iiotes...........................

Redemption fund with U. S.
• Treas. (5 per cent, circulation)..

422.;

XCELLENT Building Lot, corner Brel
dock and Burgess streets' price $260,o
payments to suit.

15,000 00

TRY OUR

ICE COLD

We use only the RICHEST .J ERSEY
MILK and PURE SYRUPS FLA
VORED with Natural Fruit Juices.
Our milk is kept in our PATENT

OT77xl32 feet on Vinestreet, 1| squares
Westof Main street, known as the“Bap?
tistlChnrch property,” the building is 40x70
feet, is in good condition,newly painted and
new slate roof, now rented for carriag paini
shop at$150 perannuin; also small dwellinr
houseon same lot, rentingat$84|>.»r annum
price of large house $2630, or paymentot
$200 a year; price of small bouse $800; pay
ment of $100a year,or will sell the property
at $3000,in payment of $300a year ;niscounl
forshorttime oreasli.

L

No. 378.

ACANT LOT, Cor. Park und Sugar Sts.
at$275on any kind of paymentstosult

V

No. 3H.O.

JIIOICE Vacant Lot,on ParkHt.,ut $306
J in payment of $5 per month.

C

1,035 00

No. 371.

UABtLITIKS.
Capital Stock paiflin................... $ 50,000 00
Surplus fund............................... 1,600 00
Undivided profits..............
5,033 72
National Bank notes outstanding 20,700 00
Individual deposits.........................85,090 5o
Demand Certificates of deposit... 43,938 54
Due to other National Banks.....
2,982 66
Due to State Banks and Bankers. 2,264 51

EVEN copies left of the late HISTORY
OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price
When you get a MILK SHAKE
$6.50; sell nowfor$4; complete record ofsolat our plaee you do uot buy ice for diers in the war from Knox county; evert
Milk but you get Milk as cold ns ice soldier should have one.*

S

every time. Please compare ours
No.BIS.
with the other SHAKES made here rpEXAS LAND SCRIP in pieces of 640
and draw your own conclusions.
JL acres each at 60 cents per acre; will ex
change for property in Mt. Vernon or smeb
Total ..................................... $211,609 93
farm: discount torcash.

State of Ohio, Knox County, ss ;
I, John M. Ewalt, Cashier of the Knox
National Bank, of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, do
Solemnly swear that the above statement is
true, to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
.rOHN 111. EWALT, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
9th day of July, 1888.
John S. Braddock, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
Ready Prepared Paints, Oils, Brushes,
HENRY L. CURTIS, )
&c., at Beardslee & Co.’s Eagle Drug
C. COOPER,
Directors.
Store.
2
JOHN S. RINGWALT, J
12jlv88

Oyster Bay LunchCounter.

WANT TO BUY A I.OT
YOU WANT TO SELL A LOT, If yon
IwantFIFYOU
to buy a house, if you wunt to sell you

house,if you want to buy afarnqif you wan
to sell a farm, if you want to loan money, i
you wanttoborrow money,in short,if vo
UANTTO MAKE MONEY .call on

J. S. BRADDOCK,
MT. VKKN<'

I
ESTABLISHED 1SS1.

HOWARD HARPER
" LEADIMG

IUL

liSTATI;

LOAN AND

SlMl'IS A6I.Y!
3 OTA It Y PI BMC. |

”1
1IEADQI A It'S’EBS FOR

FIRE INSURANCE!
MONEY
TO LOAN!
From *IDO Io #35,000, at 6 to 8
per cent, according to length
oftiuic and anioinit desired.

WAVITII-HOISES TO REXT.
COMMISSIONS REASONABLE.
FOR SALE—CITY PROPERTY.
No. 200. BRICK HOUSE, on Gambier St.,
near Mam, known as the Irvine property ;
13 rooms, stable. &c. Price only $5,000 if
purchased soon. A bargain, seldom offered.
No. 289. DWELLING, North Main street,
8 room brick, known as the Van.Akin prop
erty. Choice location. Price $4000.
No. 244. TWO HOUSES on Norton St.
each 2 storv frames, adjoining each other
G and 9 rooms, well and cisterns at each
house, ARTESIAN WELL, &c. Price for
both houses only $3,000 if purchased soon.
No. 232. Suburban Property, 2 acres
good house, stable, large variety of fruit, &c
Price only $1,600, if purchased soon.
No. 110. HOUSE and 4 Lots, adjoining
city, 6 rooms, cellar, stable, &c. Price $1630
No. 129. HOUSE, East Hamtramick St.,
nearly new, 8 rooms. Price $2000.
No. 228. HOUSE, Rogers street, 3 rooms,
cellar, Ac. Price $70(X,on extended credit.
No. 177. HOUSE and 2 Lots, West Chest
nut SI., 7 rooms, stable, artesian well—$2000
No. 188. HOUSE, Burgess street. 3 room
brick, in excellent condition . Price $1200.
No. 239. HOUSE, Burgess street, 8 room
brick, stable, Ac. • Price $1600.
No. 231. HOUSE and 2 Lots, corner East
High and Centre Run Sts., 5 rooms—$1000.
No. 215. THREE HOUSES, corner Gam
bier and Gay streets,—King property. Will
be sold at a bargain if purchased soon.
No. 229. HOUSE, and three-fourths acre,
Mansfield road, adjoining city, 14 story
frame, 6 rooms, cellar, stable, woodhouse,
well, cistern, fruit trees. Price enly $650.
No. 221. DWELLING, Gay street, 2 story
framer 13 rooms, stable, &c. Price $1,500.
No. 22G. STORE PROPERTY, West Vine
street, 2 storv brick. Can be bought cheap.
No. 225. BUSINESS BLOCK, Main St.,
opposite Rowley House; 3 story brick, two
large store rooms and warehouse. Second
story conveniently arranged for housekeep
ing or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable.
No. 224. HOUSE, West Sugar St., 14 story
brick, 5 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1350.
No. 223. BRICK HOUSE, West High St.,
wo blocks from Main. Price $2,500.
No. 219. HOUSE, West High street, 14
story brick. Price $950.
No. 218. HOUSE and FOUR LOTS, on
East Front street. Price only $2,500.
No. 216. HOUSE, Jefferson street, 2 story
frame, 7 rooms, cellar, Ac. Price $1200.
No. 245. Business Property, South Main
street, 2 story brick. Price $1500.
No. 12G.—Tilt II. C.Taft Property,Gam
bier avenue, and running South to theC., A.
«fc 0. R. It. ContaiiRug about 18 acres. Fine
framecottagehouse, tenant house, well, cis
tern, stable, beautiful evergreen trees,shrub
bery, fruit trees, Ac. Price Reasonable.
No. 136. HOUSE, Fair Ground Addition.
1 story frame. Price.$5o0; $100cash,$5 perm.
No. 108. COTTAGE, Gambier Avenue, 14
storv* frame. 8 rooms. Price $1650.
No. 100. DWELLING, Fair Ground Addi
tion, 14 story frame. Price $850.
No. til. HOUSE, E. Chestnut street, 14
story frame, 4 rooms, cellar, Ac. Price$725
No. 213. HOUSE, West High street, 2
story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, stable, Artesian
Well, &c. Price $2000. Big Bargain 1
No. 212. Double Dweilins, with two
lots, on North Mulberry Street. 2 story
frame, 12 rooms. Price only $2,200.
No. 208. HOUSE, East Vine St., 14 story
frame, 4 rooms. Price $700 on easy terms.
No. 205. FRAME HOUSE; 7 looms, one
an I one-half story, on West High street; 4
cash in hand; price low; (must be sold)
No. 197. Brick Dwelling Block, East
Front street—five houses-centrally loca
ted. Price reasonable.
No. 178. DWELLING, Jefferson street,
2 story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, coal house,
hydrant and cistern. Price $1200.
p-fr- Our books contain a large number oj
other choice Houses for sale. We challenge
any agent in the city to produce as extensive
or a more varied list to select from.
FOR SALE-FARMS.
No. 278. GO Acres, 4 mile of Hunt Station,
5 miles of Mt. Vernon : no buildings, choice
land, fine never-failing spring. Price $55
per acre. Discount for cash. Gome and see it.
No. 271. 50 Acres, Milford Twp. 5 acres
timber, balance cultivated, C room house,
barn, Ac. Very choice. Price only $15 per A
No. 272. 77 Acres, Milford Two. 10 aores
timber, balance cultivated ; brick house of 7
rooms, Ac. Price only $45 per acre.
No. 262. 106 Acres, near city. *125 per A.
No. 263. 75 acres near city. $80 per acre.
No. 261. 98 acres, 7 miles of city. $50 per A
No 265. 110 Acres near city, at a bargain.
No. 267. 202 Acres, 5 m. of city. $50 per A
No. 268. 183 Acres near Fredericktown.
No. 209. GO Acres, 2 miles of city. $85A.
N^ri/O. $24 Acres, Milford Two. $75perA
No. 250. FARM, 63 acres, 3 miles West of
city, new 7 room house, stable, Ac—$3,575
No. 254. FARM, 12J acres adjoining city.
Price $200 per acre on extended credit.
No. 255. FARM, 38 acres, 24 miles of city,
log house, Ac. Price $60 per acre, long time.
No. 236. FARM. 13 acres, 3 miles of city,
log house. Price $700 on easy payments.
No. 257. FARM, 20 acres, near Hunts
Station, Price $1200 on long time.
No.‘As. FARM. 85 acres, near Bladens
burg, good buildings, 5 springs, Ac. Price
$5f) per aero on long time. Big cut for Gash.
No. 230. FARM. 35 acres, 4 miles from
Mt Vernon, 14 story frame house, 1 rooms,
cellar, 2 spring^* cistern tabic, Ac. This is
a choice little Farm. Price only $2,200.
No.'169. FARM, 90 acres, Jackson town
ship; well watered; excellent buildings
Price $80 per acre. A model Farm—cheap
’■s -Space will not permit full descrip
tions. The majority of above Farms arc A
No. 1, and sonic of which can he bought a
trifle less if purchased soon. Don’t delay.
For Sale or Exchange.
No. 2G0. Farm, 160 acres, Spink Co., Dakota
No. 261.. House and 2 acres, in Mt.Vernon.
Price $2,400 in exchange for property in or
m ur McPherson, Kansas. Must he choice.
No. 273. LaWd, 1200 acres in Kiowa Co.,
Kansas. Will divide into 160, 320 or 240 and
trade for Ohio property, horses, cattle, or
anything to be used on a farm of good value.
No. 274. Orange Grove, 6 acres, Lake Co.
Florida ; house, stable, Ac. 100 choice orange
trees, G to 10 years old; also peach and pear
trees. Price only $4,000. Ohio Farm wanted.,
No. 275. House, West High Street, 2 story
brick. Price $2-500, for Knox or Morrow
county Farm. Must be choice.
No. 243. HAT STORE for Knox Co. Farm
No. 242. TWO LOTS, in Braddock's Fair
Ground Addition. Price $G(X) in exchange
forsmall Kansas or Missouri Farm.
• No. 210. HOUSE and two Lots, in Crest
line, ()., for Mt.Vc-non property. Price$1000
No. 239. HOUSE. Sandusky street, in A
No. 1 condition. Price $1500. Also. LO T on
Hamtramick street; price $200. Will trade
for good boost! near Public Square.
No. 221. FARM, 60 acres, 14 mile South
of Gambier ; £ood buildings. Will trade for
inrproved Farm, in or near Montgomery
county. Kansas. Price $8.5 per acre.
No.'222. FARM, 314 ncres, Jackson town
ship, unimproved ; all under cultivation hut
6 acres. Price $1500. Will trade for unim
proved farm in Iowa, Kansas or Nebraska.
No. 211. 1'A RM, 2D acres, I 4 mile of Ban
ville: fair house and barn. Price $1300.
Will exchange for house or lots in this city.
LARGE LIST OF FARMS in Kansas,
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Ac.
..of The above are hut a few of the many
choice pieces of property we have to exchange
Our office is headquarters for TRADERS.
FDR SALE -Building Lolx.
LOT. East Vine street. Price onlv $375.
•41 CHOICE ttUILDING LOTS, in Ben
jamin llarnwefl’s New Audition to Mt.
Vernon, Ohio. Hight on Gambier Avenue
ami Thirteen on East Front street.
LOT. West High Street. Price only $365.
LOT, North MuhuSUcet, one of the finest
locations in the city. Price only $1,500.
FOUR LOTS, fronting on Samiusky St
Price only $650, on liberal time.
LOT, West Chestnut. St., with stable $1000
Beautiful Acre Building Lots, within ten
mi-nutes walk of Main street, on long credit
FDR RE AT.
HOUSES, in all parts of the citv. Alst
STORES and DWELLING ROOMS.
OFFICE and Society Rooms, North Main
street. Will rent v<jry cheap to good tenants
TWO STORE ROOMS, with arch hetweer
Main street, opposite Rowley House. Wil
rent seperate or both together very cheap.
Brick House, West High St,, near Mail
suitable for Boarding House or Residence.
HOUSE, Front street. $G per month. .
OFFICE Rooms, corner Main and Gan
bier streets. Choice location.
WANTED House* to Rent.
We are having daily applicants.
RENTS COlXEETED lor non-rcsideritsandothers.on reasonable terms.
fifif OthcrdesirahleFarmsand City PropertTTorSale. Correspondencesolicited.
HOWARD HARPER,
Real Estate Agent.
Mt.Vernon,O

ALL SORTS.

STOLEN SMILES.

Bobley—It seems to me old Jawinks
Low rates have increased ocean tele
liaS a very blasted way of locking at
graphy.
every thing.
Braided wire mattresses are coming
Wiggins—He can’t help it, poor fel
into use.
low. You know he’s crossed-eved.
___ - I
St. Helen’s mountain. Ore., is smok
Dakota School Teacher—Johnny,
ing like a volcano.
is a strait ?
People are arrested at Elmer, N. J., what
Johnny—It’s one of those things that
for profane swearing.
knocks a feller silly when he hain’t got
A natural soap well has been discov better’n three of a kind.
ered near Buffalo Gaps, Dakota.
Pastor—Do you observe lent relig
While the Emperor of Brazil was ill iously '?
his expenses were 400,000 francs.
“Y’es; I fast all the year round, for
There is a mining company in St. that matter.”
“Why, that isn’t necessary.”
Louis composed entirely of women.
“It isn’t, eh '? You’d think it was if
’Wm. Creswick, the old school Shaks- you boarded where I do.”
pearean actor, has just died in England.
Mrs. Minks—Has your daughter
Kansas item: The hay crop this year
in the coyote counties is a world beat made a good match '?
Mrs. Winks—She married a nice
er.
man.
Harry Garfield, son of the ex-Presi“Bless her heart. And so she mar
dent is with his bride at Richfield ried rich 9”
Springs.
“Rich?”
fruit
“Yes. She married an ice man.”
Mine. Nilson’s farewell concert in
London resulted in receipts of over
Jabber—Hello, old man I Spring
$10,000.
Used by the United States Government. Endorsed by the heads of the Great Universities
and Public Pood Analysts, as the Strongest, Purest and most ITealthfnl. Dr. Price's Cream
cleaning at your house this week '?
Chattanooga, Tenn., receives and
Baking Powder does notcontain Ammonia, I.lme or Alnm. I)r. Price's Delicious Flavoring Ex
Jiber—Nn, not much?
tracts, Vanilla, Lemon, Orange, Almond, Rose, etc., do not contain Poisonous Oils or Chemicals.
ships 200 carloads of watermelons
Jabber—No? How in the world do
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.i New York. Chicago. St. Louis.
every day.
you get rid of the pesky thing ?
Jiber—Easy enough. We move into
A Boston youth who was lacking the
possession of a dress suit has been driv a new house the first of May.
en to suicide.
First pupil—If I were as plain
Blind Tom is living in retirement in as that Miss Parry," I would not
an old fashioned house in St. Mark’s push myself forward so.
Place, New Yofk.
Second pupil—I should think she
Give the citizens of Knox countv an opportunitv to buy
Two Japanese graduates of Y’ale’s law comes here as a foil.
First pupil—Oh, she wants to show
school have just been admitted to the
her skill. You know, she has been a
bar of New Haven.
proficient singlestick for years.
Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw has given to
the city of Boston fourteen kindergar
A customer has been over half an
tens, fully equipped.
hour in tTie hands of an awkward barber.
CHEAYTT! THAN EVER.
“Look here, my good fellow, you
Capt. Schley and Gen. Greeley, have
purchased neighboring lots for summer have parted my hair ten times, and
haven’t got it straight yet.”
New Spring and Summer
Great Bargains in Embroid houses at Mt. Desert.
Barber (with great dignity)—To
Wm.
J.
Florence,
the
actor
has
sent
criticize is easy; to part hair difficult.”
Goods in Variety.
eries and Dress Goods.
a salmon weighing 22 pounds to his
friends in New York.
She (anxiously)—I am afraid, George,
Ben Butler got an LL. D. from Dar- dear; that when you speak to papa he
Dress and Trimming Silks
Table Linens, Towels, Nap mouth, and Chief Justice Melville W. may be very angry.
in Moire,Francais,Surahs and
He (confidently)—I think not. when
Fuller one from Bowdoin.
kins, Lace Curtains, Scrims,
I show him this (taking a bank book
Six Chicago barbers clipped the hair out of his pocket.)
Gros Grains, all the NEW
&c., CHEAPER THAN THE of 200 newsboys at the rate of forty-five
She—Oh, George, let me look at it
SHADES.
boys per hour for each man.
first.
CHEAPEST.
Cardinal Manning, whose eightieth
Landlady—Mr. Shortcommons, let
birthday anniversary occurs July 15, is
Special Prices on Ladies’
me help you. I want you to keep me
reported to rise regularly at 6 a. m.
countenance.
and Misses Hosiery & Gloves.
The Best Satines, Ginghams
Because Mayor Nicklin of Chatta in Mr.
Shortcommons (bitterly)—It
nooga,
Tenn.,
threw
dice
for
cigars
he
FAST BLACK HOSE at any and Seersuckers in the Mar was arrested and fined $2 and costs.
would be as easy for me to keep you in
victuals as to keep you in countenance:
ket for the Money.
Price.
Lord Beresford is coming to this Mrs. Skinnem. You see, I don’t run
country in October to join a gold-seek either a provision store or a brass
ing expedition to Southern California. foundry.
WE HAVE NOT ANI) SHALL NOT
The coins struck at the Berlin Mint
“Why does a lover invariably at
during the brief reign of the late Em
peror Frederick are already reported to tempt to write poetry for the object ol
his affection, even if he never tried to
be scarce.
write a rhyme before ?” asked the
General Robert Schenck, soldier, horse editor.
PRINTS, MUSLINS, SHIRTINGS, &c., at Old Prices.
statesman and diplomate, is living
“Oh,” replied the snake editor, “he
quietly at Washington. He is now 79 does it because he thinks it will meter
years of age.
approbation.”
Ex-President Barnard, of Columbia
Friend (to Mormon lady)—You arc
College, is now Doctor of Laws, of Civil
Law, of Letters, of Divinity, and of very happy with your husband, are you
not, Mrs. Bringham ?
Philosophy.
Mrs. Bringham—Very. We are de
Gold fever in a mild form prevails at voted to each other, and he has such
Dahlonega, Ga., owing.to a report that perfect confidence in my judgment
a vain of the precious metal had been that lie confides all of his little love af
struck there.
fairs to me.
Ben. Leigh, of Altoona, Pa., was
Miss Greathrain, of Boston—So broth
made deaf and dumb by a lightning
stroke and remained so for more than er George has got’married ?
Omaha Man—Yes; it was an elope
twelve hours.
ment; that is probably why the family
The late Janies Freeman Clarke left were not satisfied.
an autographic will giving his entire
“Is his wife a woman of intellect?
estate to his wife, from whom he says
“No, indeed; pretty as a picture and
IN COMPARISON TO THE
he received it.
sweet as a peach.”
At Wallinford, Conn., a big pointer
You say he committed suicide on
dog was caught trying to bury alive his
rival—a small spaniel of whom he was the installment plan ? How’s that ?
“He moved from Chicago to New
insanely jealous.
*
WE ARE IN POSITION TO DO IT.
♦
York, then to Cincinnati, then to St.
Essex, N. H.; has a pear tree, still Louis, when he took to drinking beer,
alive, planted by John Coggswell, of then whisky, went to a five cent Jeating
Chebacco, who sailed from Bristol, Eng house for his meals, and finally became
land, May 23, 1G35.
a cigarette smoker. What else could
AND IT STANDS TO REASON THAT
Mrs. Lucy F. McDowell, a niece of you call it?”
the late Gen. McDowell, has become
“Another pat of butter, please,” said
noted in Chicago for her readings from
YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER FROM US the
a guest in an up-town restaurant.
Greek dramatists.
“Sir?” said thegentleman addressed
Than front those who buy in the ordinary way from jobbers and have to pay
By supplying herself with the purest with dignity.
a jobber’s profit. Our prices will always be
artesian well water, Memphis, Tenn.,
“Oh, I beg pardon,” said the guest,
she has broken the “best holt” very much abashed. I thought you
E.OWKH T1IAJV
OTHER HOUS£ thinks
of all contagious diseases. •
were a waiter.”
“Sir, I am the head waiter.
A Brooklyn man named Wardrobe
On same make and quality of goods. You will always find everything that
is kept in a FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING HOUSE. Convince yourselves of is in singularly appropriate business.
St. Louis Swain (at opera)—Would
He has set up a shop in Fulton street
these facts by calling at the
you like some peanuts, Miss Shawgarfor the renovating of clothing.
den ?
Tallahassee, chief of the Seminole
Miss Shawgarden—Thanks, not any,
Indians, took part in the Florida war Mr. Mulcheel. Do you know, I con
of 1836, and on his person shows several sider it just a trifle low for young ladies
wounds received at that time, is still to munch peanuts at the opera; and be
alive.
sides, I have supplied myself with
While the most rapid cannon shots chewing gum. It is in much better
” Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets,
scarcely attain a velocity of 600 yards a taste.
meteorites are known to pene
I. & D. ROSENTHALL, Proprietors, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. second,
Mrs. Mryne Chance—My dear, you
trate the air with a velocity of 40,000
have my sympathy. So that rich old
or even 60,000 yards per second.
humbug has broken his engagement
Christian IX., of Denmark, is soon with you. You have his letters and
to celebrate his twenty-five years jubilee you have seen a lawyer, of course ?
but officially announces that he will de
Miss Piper—Oh, certainly; hut he
cline to receive gifts from his people, made an assignment last week !
.
WE ARE OPENING OUR
in view of the financial depression in
Mrs. M. C.—The wretch !
his kingdom.
Physician—You are suffering from
A female passenger on the steamer
La Bretagne, from Havre, was searched nervous prostration, sir. Hpve you
the other day and seventeen and a been drinking heavily ol late?
—No, sir.
quarter yards of valuable silk was dis
HATS and GENTS FURNISHING GOODS covered in her hustle. Both silk and Patient
Physician—Business trouble to-day ?
Patient—No, sir; wasn’t at the office
bustle were confiscated.
AND ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THE
at all. I’ve been having my baby’s
The boring craze in Missouri has
LATEST BLOCKS ill HATS about run its course. The people of photograph taken.
$hi$ state, says the Kansas City Star,
Cured of Malaria.
At Prices that wil[ please all. We have tt LARGE LINE of
have about come to the conclusion that
22 Florida Street, f
the
vast
bulk
of
wealth
in
this
country
STIFF AIMD SOFT HATS AT $2.00 is within two feet of the earth’s surface.
Elizabath, N. J.
March 17th, 1884. )
THAT ARE A DECIDED BARGAIN.
Mr. Kennan gives one a good idea of
I have been using Allcocks Porous
enormous size of Siberia by stating
LARGE LINE OF TRUNKS AND VALISES. tlie
that its territory would contain the Plasters for the last five years. Some
Unitedj States, including Alaska, with two years ago, after having been sick
all of the states of Europe except Rus for upwards of six months with ma
sia, and there would still be 300,(XX) laria, I found myself with an enlarged
square miles to spare.
spleen, dyspeptic and constantly
POWERS’ OLD STAND.
troubled witli a headache, and my kid
“Man wants but little here below.” neys did not act very well either. Hav
This is particularly true of medicine, ing spent most of my money for med
icine and medical advice, I thoffght to
and he* really nt;eds a. very small save
expense, J would use Allcock’s
amount, provided it be of the right Porous Plasters, two on the small of
OF
kind. l)r.. Pierce’s Pellets fill the hill my hack, one on the spleen or ague
in respect of size, and are stupendous cake, and one on the pit of the stom
in point of effectiveness. If you de ach, just under the breastbone. I con
sire immediate relief from headache, tinued using the Plasters about thirty
“liver complaint,” indigestion, and days, changing them every week. At
constipation, they will not fail you.
the end of that time I was perfectly
- ----- » w--------------well, and have.remained so ever since.
George Dixox.
A Biddeford, Me., man, while wash
ing the outside of his own windows
' E/ECEIVED A..T
with the hose, thought he would do a
The average wages per month of
neighborly kindness for the lady who laborers in Michigan without board are
lived in the tenement overhead. He
and with hoard, $16. In 1§79 it
meant well, but as the deceptive science $25.20,
was J$22.88 without and $12.76 with
ALi; THL LATEST STYLES IN
screens failed to show him that the board.
average day wages in har
windows were wide open, the effect vest are The
Boats, Mines, Hats, Caps, Trunks, Valises
$1.80
without and $1.40 with
was not just what he expected.
board.
and Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Kept constantly on hand.
Don’t tail to call.
Everybody invited. ' The
Remarkable Nerve.
Fortify the system, by the use of
LARGEST STOCK in Knox county to eelect from.
The early history of America is full Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, against the dis
peculiar to hot weather. This
THEO. TT. SZEYZMZOTTZR/,
of instances of men having great eases
medicine induces a healthy action of
12jnnGm
2d Door South of Public Square, in Kirk Block.
nerve. But we are rapidly becoming the stomach, liver, and kidneys, caus
the most nervous people on earth. The ing them to prevent the accumulation
recent increase of insanity, epileptic of the poisons which produce disease.
fits, hefldache. backache, neuralgia,
JULY 4th 10 sleeplessness,
dyspepsia, fluttering of
Should they live until next year,
the heart, etc., points to an early de Gladstone, Tennyson, Dr. O. W. Hol
OCT. 27*. cay of the race, unless this tendency mes, Hannibal Hamlin and Gen. C*
is checked. Nothing’ will, cure these Schenck, wiH all be octogenarians.
diseases like I)r. Miles’ Nervine, war
There are no colored members of
ranted to contain neither opium nor
morphine. Samples hotties free at the present Congress. In the last Con
Green’s Drqg Jstore. Don’t fail to try gress there were two—O’Hara, of North
Carolina and Smalls, of South Carolina.
it‘_____

The JUMBO
STOCK IN THE COUNTY!

CREAM

)/.

fiaiias

GOODS!

ADVANCE PRICES ON DOMESTICS OF ANY KIND.

II. W. JENNINGS & SON.

We are Giving1 Away Clothing for

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN!

PRICES I0U HAVE 10 Ml ELSEWHERE.

WE HfillACTIIIt Hi ll OWSIIDOIIS

FULL WFISHT!
Manufactured

by

T/iePinkei-tor.Coffee Co

STOCK!

YOUNG, IKE llUli.

ANO rHER CAR LO AD

Hew Spring Goods

SEYMOUR’S MAMMOTH STORE

Cincinnati

Mrs. Cleveland calls her husband “Mr.

BEITEIHIJLHPflSrnBPJIIOIIlin
GRAND JUBILEE
celebrating the Settlement of the Notthweslemjerritory.

____ TJNSURPASSED DISPLAY.

EXC“UR8TON“RATES from all points.
.

17may3m

<>r

A true tonic. A pure appetizer. A. complete Invigorate-. V valuable famll)- medicine.
This wonderful Indian remedy cure DYSPEPSIA »'"t « ’ • i.^a-tes
the Stomach Liver
and Kidney foublcH. It purities amt -n.icl.mis the Idnod. | 31 SALE RY ALL DRUGGISTS.

M. HARRIS & BRO., Sole Prop’s, Ci ic n ia?i, O. U. 3. AI. HAYMAN, Wholesale Agent, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
22mar6m

President,” Mr. Cleveland addresses his
wife as “ Frank.” Martini Washington
in her younger lays called her husband
“George,” hut in the last twenty-live
years of her file sire always addressed
liini as “General.” While in the White
House Mrs. Hayes called her husband
“Mr. Hayes.” Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs.
Garfield always addressed their hus
bands respectively as “Abram” and
“Jim.”
Dyspepsia
Makes the lives of many people miser
able, and often leads to self-destruction.
We know of no remedy for dyspepsia
more successful than Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla. rt acts gently, yet surely and ef
ficiently, tones the stomach and other
organs, removes the faint feeling, cre
ates a good appetite, cures headache,
and refreshes the hurderfol mind. Give
Hood’s Sarsaparilla a fair trial. It will
do you good.

5 A Jake says it is hot, but cold
weather is coming. He will tell
you something new about horse
blankets next week, but he says
you ought to buy your horse a
5a sheet, cover, or fly net now.

I5S!7 North Fourth St

ZANESVILLE* O.

Horse Sheets

Wonderful Cures.
\Y. D. Hoyt <fe Co., Wholesale and
Retail Druggists^oi Rome Ga., say: We
have been selling Dr. King’s New Dis
covery, Electric Bitters and Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve for two years. Have
rtever handled remedies that sell as
well, or give such universal satisfaction:
There have been some wonderful cures
effected by these medicines in this city.
Several cases of pronounced consump
tion have been entirely cured by the
use of a few bottles of Dr. King’s New
Discovery, taken in connnection with
Electric Bitters. We guarantee them
always. Sold by G. R. Baker & Son’s
(Sign of the Big Hand.)
1

Are made up strong.

5A Horse Covers
Will keep flies off.

?AHy Nets,

Are the Beet and Strongest.

For sale by all dealers.
Ask to see them before you buy,

And all such goods as men and boys Wear, at the

VERY LOWEST PRICES!
Tlie LATEST tliiivg in II its <»!' Every l*eg<Tlplion.
The EtRGEST Slock of THINKS AM* VALISES fo he found
in Mount l ernon. nt surprising low prices.

Call and see us and we will do you Good.

RELIABLE

GBOTHIIVG

HOUSE !

112 SOI Til M AIN STREET.

THE STURTEVANT LUMBER CO.,
The one
Lumber Firm
of Ohio
that is free
to sell to
Carpenters
and
Consumers

AT

WHOLESALE
omo.

N. B. Write for Priocson Lumber. Doors. Sash. Blinds, Mouldings, st«,

PROFESSIOXAL CARDS.

W•

M ww

<e

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS

SHOWING WHY

M. KOONS,

ATTORN E Y- A T- L A \V,
Office—Over Knox County Savings Bank,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
The best Salve in the world tor Cuts
apr26tf

HL COOLEY GREAMER

is used by the
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands ■yyTLLIAM I). ROBINSON,
ilPREMIUM BUTTER MAKERS.
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup.;
Why
it
makes
Mere
Butter.
Why It makes Better Butler.
ATTORNEY
AT
LAW,
tions, and positively cures Piles or no
it hasbothm’«; \i t:and BOTT0H skih hi.ks. isledUted
Pay required. It is guaranteed to give KIRK BUILDING, - PUBLIC SQUARE, Jncohhlru
il ' b ;l I , l*l«H USS which gives IL SI'I’lllilOKirV,
canno; I
.■ rs.
perfectsatisfaction. or money refunded,
VERNON, OHIO.
A Full Line of PA I ItY and BFTTKIt FACTORY MUPFEIJ£4.
price 25 cents per box. Sold by Geo. 3mar33TyMT.
s
April7’86-lyr
R. Baker.
VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, VeTnionl,
A diamond lias been discovered in
Wadjra Kavor, in the Presidency of
Madras. It weights over 67 carats and
is valued at $75,000.
Rev. II. IL Fairall, 1). D., editor of
the Iowa Methodist, says editorially, in
the November (1883) number of his pa
per : “ We have tested the merits of
Ely’s Cream Balm, and believe that, by
a thorough course of treatment, it will
cure almost every case of catarrh.
Ministers, as a class are atllicted with
head and throat troubles, and catarrh
seems more prevalent than ever. We
cannot recommend Ely’s Cream Balm
to highly.”
jy5-2t
A tall man ralied his friend on the
shortness of his legs, his friend re
plied: “My legs reach the ground; what
more canyours do?”

Happiness and Health
Are important problems, the former
depending greatly on the latter. Every
one is familiar witli the health propererties of fruit, and no one can afford to
be sick and miserable while the pleas
ant California concentrated liquid fruit
remedy, Syrup of Figs, may he had of
our enterprising druggist, M. A. Green.
7junelm
George Francis Train has contracted
for a lecture tour with the provision
that twenty minutes of each lecture
shall he devoted to exploiting the his-4
tory and purposes of the city.of Omaha.

FRED. A, CLOUGH
—DEALER IN—

AV ALDO TAYLOR,

ATTORNEY axd COUNSELLOR-at-LAW.
NEWARK, OHIO,
Practices in Licking and adjoiningcounties.
Also in the United States. Courts. Special
attention given to the business of Executors,
Administrators and Guardians; Collections,
Petitions<for Partition and Conveyancing.
Pensions, Bounty and back pay procured.
Office North Side Public Square.
8dec87
W. O. COOPER.

FRANK MOORE.

0OOPER & MOORE.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
109 Main Street,
Jan. 1, ’83-ly.
Mt. Vernon, 0.

W. MORGAN,
GXEORGEATTORNEY
AT LAW,

Kirk Building, Public Square,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Oct4-ly.
A MU EL II. PETERMAN,

TAKE THE

TIME TABLE

BALTIMORE AM) OHIO ILK Ml. Vernon &

WEST KOI Nl>.

Lv Pittsburgh..
“ Wheeling....
“ Bellaire......

4 2 35 »7 30 «(J 35
8 50
15 9 25
9 27 10 53 10 02

“ Zanesville....

11 47

“ Newark.....
Ar Columbus...

2 25
3 25

“ Cincinnati..

30

A M

PM

30

30

12 35 12 35
G 40 6 40

G 55

A M

“ Louis ville...
“ SU Louis....

1 23 12 41
2 00
2 25
7.
3 25

'll 20

Lv Columbus.... 11 05
A M

7 40

A M

A

St

Pan

Handle

ROUTE
The Great Through Line viu

VIay 13tli, ISSN.

The C,, A. & C. Railway.
|P.,C. it St. and C. St. L. & P, Railiouds for
I
all Points South and Southwest.
Theo tly line running the celebrated Pull
man Prd ace Sleeping and Drawing Room
2 40
... Cars between Cleveland, Akron, Columbus,
’
Cincin lati, Indianapolis and St. Louis.
- f- I Passengers holding first-class tickets via
’’ ' this Line are entitled to seats in the new
ff 4r a,,4
' Pullman Reclining Chair Cars
at a nominal charge, leaving Columbtis on
' ’ the Fast Express at 3:00 p. m. daily, arriving
at Indianapolis 10:20 P. M., St. Louis 7:00 a.
m., and Kansas City 7:15 P. m.
No line running through the slates of
Oiiio, Indiana ana Illinois can offer such
superior facilities or kingly comfort to its
patrons. Ratesns low as the lowest.
p st
f4 :
THE M II EDI ’EE.

General Fire. Life and Accident Insurance Agt. “ Mt. Vernon... 1 23 f4 27 3 11 ’ 7 33
Central or 90th Meridian Time.
Application for insurance to any of the “ Mansfield.... 2 23 5 55 4 37 8 42
strong, Reliable and Well-known Compa Ar Sandusky.............. 8 00 7 <h>
In effect May 27, 1888.
nies represented by this Agency solicited.
Lv Tiffin.....*.... 3 48 8 07 6 52 l'» 18
Also agent for the following first-class “ Fostoria...... 4 08 8 30 7 30 10 38 QO1KO NORTH.|
| GOING
SOUTH
Steamship lines: Guion, National, White
AM
38
No.
35
No
27
No
3
No2
|No28
Star and Allen. Passage tickets to or from
Defiance...
5 28 10 03 9 44 12 18
England, Ireland and all points in Europe,
Auburn Jc
0 25 11 13 11 22 1 37
rt
C HW Z
at responsible rates.
( M
A SI
H Z-• ■ox O
Office—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, Ar Chicago....... 11 40 4 50 5 30 G 30
©
i
’
c
~
f
?
NJ
---- £2 £u i »3Kc I *s £?
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
7apr87’ly
2. g
----*?
$
E4ST HOI M>.
c. I*
I’HYSHIANN.
p si
A M
[•M
Lv Chicago...... *3 20 J8 10 10
45 P. M. AM. P. M. a UDepl I A.M. P. M. P.M
I \RS. BARRY A SPEES.
p st
12 45 7 oo 5 40 (llcv’nd 8 10 8 00 1 40
-Lf Office, room 2 Kirk Block. South side ‘ Auburn Jc..
32 10 05! 12 30 7 21 5 26 Euclid Av 8 24 8 14 1 55
7 37 1 43
of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, 0. Calls by “ Defiance....
8 32 3 02
45 11 00 12 11 7 05 5 10 Newburg.. 8 39 8 29 2 11
day and night responded to promptly. Spe
11 35 6 3(1 4 32 Hudson... 9 15 !) 05« 47
A m
cial office days—Tuesdays, Wednesdays and “ Fostoria.....
9 57 5 20 0 50 12 38; 11 18 6 II 4 10 Cu’y Falls 9 29 9 20 3 00
Saturdays. Special attention given to Chron “ Tiffin.........
29
10 18 5 52
02 11 07, 6 00 4 o.'< Akron.,. :* 40 9 35 3 20
ic Diseases, and diseases of Women and “ Sandusky....
hi 85 5 20 3 24 Warwick.. 10 12 10 08 3 60
40
G 25
Children. Private Diseases and Catarrh treat f‘ Manslielll ... 11 44 8 42
10 10 4 12 3 02 Orrville... 10 30 10 32 4 1!)
53
ed successfully.
J0apr-tf
9 15 4 00 2 I I Millersl,“g 11 21 11 20 5 (Hi
A M
9 03 3 4G 2 00 ] Killb’k a II 34 11 33 5 18
21 4
“ Mt.Vernon. 12 44 10 09
' IZZIE A. CURTIS.
7
io
30
.
*7 10
“ Cincinnati..
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
P si
a. m. a.
st. p. m. Ilrrs. lira’ll \. m. p. m. p.si.
Office—Corner Main St. and Public Sijuare. “ Columbus... 11 05 11 05 11 20
g ;,5... 1 68 a Killb’k lfll35 ........ 5 20
Residence, 208 Main Street.
8 05 ..... 1 15 Warsaw... 12 20 ........ (1 04
A M
A SI
p M AM
Office Hours—9 to 10 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. “ Newark........ 1 40 12 15 12 50 4 55 7 IX) ......... 12 33 DresdenJc 1 04 ........ (I 46
15marlm
“ Zanesville.... 2 23 1 04 1 50 5 40 G 10............ 11 53 1Z'nes vie a 1 50 p, si. 7 36
“ Bellaire... .... 4 42 3 25 4 30 8 08
JM. BALMER, M. I).

I

AV

A. M. A. SI. P. M.

A. SI. P. SI. P.M.

“ Wheeling..-. t? 10 4 00 5 20|12 45
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
6 45 * CO 4 00
OFFICE -Room No. 2. Woodward Opera Ar Pittsburgh ... U)p 30
st
A M
House. Residence—506 North Gay Street. ‘ Washington. 5 st15 5i- 15
7 20 ......
dec8t f
“ Baltimore.... 6 15 6 15 8 30
st
RS. ARMENTR0UT A MON1NGER.
Philadelphia 9 30 9 30 1 2 OO
*
Trains
run
daily.
|
Daily
except
Sun
OFFICE—Over Postoffice, Mt. Vernon, O.
day. j Daily except Saturday.
Dr.
Armentrout
’
s
residence
2
doors
North
-AND---Accommodation train leaves Mansfield at
of High School building, Mulberry street. (5:15 a. in.. Mt Vernon at 7:32 a. m. daily,
Dr. Moninger in office at night
ISseptly. except Sunday, Newark at 8:20 a. nt. daily,
arriving at Columbus at 9:25 a. in.
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
C. O SCULL,General Passenger Agent,
Baltimore, Md.
SIGN OF BIG WATCH.
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors W. W. Peahopy, Gen. Man’g'r, Chicago. 111.
OHIO. north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
MT. VERNON,
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
Agent for the Celebrated
phone 73.
29sept87

9 03 3 4G 2 00 H Killb’k 1 ll 34 11 33 5 18
8 02 2 43 1 OG Gambier... 12 33 1 2 34 6 20
7 52 154 12 55 311. Vor. l 03 12 52 6 50
7 17 158 12 24 Ccnterh’g. 1 29 1 20 7 20
G 54 135 12 03 Sunbury . 1 49 1 43 7 42
(i 35 115 11 45 Wcslervle 2 06 2 04 8 01
G 10 12 05 11 20 le Col. ar 2 30 2 30 8 25
a. si. n't a. m.
p. m. a. si. p.si.
....... 12 40 11 10 ar. Col. le 2 50 2 65 ......
........... 11 15 9 33 Xenia..... j 4 40 4 55 ......
....... 9 59 8 14 Loveland..i 5 47 (I 17 ......
....... 9 15 7 25 lv Cln. nr 6 30 7 10 ......
...........P. si. A. si.------------------- f. m. a, st..............
....... 11 20 11 10 ar Col. lv 3 (X) 5 40 ......
....... 9 54 9 43 Urbana ... 4 49 7 01 ......
....... I 9 01 8 53 Piqua...... ’ 5 49 7 46' ......
....... 7 SO 7 05 Rlehtnod.. 8 00 9 40'......
....... 4 55 4 30 Indiann’Is lO 20 11 45 ......
........ 2 38 l51 Terre 11 a't 1 42 2 18 ......
....... 12 22 1125 Effingh’m 3 49 4 20 ......
....... 12 23 io20 Vanonlia.. 4 Is 5 10......
........ 9 00 800lv S (L ar 7 (X) 7 30 ......

28aprl-v

......... A. M. P. Sl.j

A.M. P. SI.........

p si

D

ENGRAVING A SPECIALTY!

WHITE

SEWIXG MACHINE. J2)R. R. J. R’OBINSON

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

FARMS FOR SALE.

Office and residence—OntJambier street, a

Trains27 and 28 run daily, all otherlrnins
daily except. Sunday.
Trains 7 and 8, known as the Gnnn and
Columbus accommodations, leave Gann at
6:25 a. m.. arriving at Columbus nt 8:45 a.
m.{leave Columbus at 4.30 p. m., arriving at
Gann nl 0.50 P. sf.
THIS is the top of the gen For furl her i nfot mat ion ,a«ldress
CHAS. O. WOOD,
uine “Pearl Top"
Lamp
Genera I Passenger A gen 1, A k roll, O.

few doors East of Main.
Office days—Wednesday and Saturday^.
HAVE FOR SALE, at a bargain, four
augl3v.
farms in Knox county, Ohio. 185 acres
near Fredericktown, 202 acres West of Mt.
I)R. GEORGE B. BUNN.
Vernon, 135 acres r ear Bangs and 55 acres
of Owl Creek bottom, near Gambier. Any piIYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
of these tracts will be sub-divided and sold Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 South Main St.,
on terms of crediUto suit purchasers.
Chimney, all others
Mount Vernon, Onio.
a. r. McIntire,
All professional calls, by day or night, are imitations.
12janGm
Mt. Vernon,Ohio.
This
promptly responded to.
[June22-J.

I

■

ii. —

EXAMINATION of TEACHERS
BUILDING,

lit. Vernon, Oliio,
Commencing at 9 o’clock A.M., as
Follows:

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Summer Tours.
Palace Steamers.

Low Rates.

Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
8t. I/nacc. Cheboygan, Alpena. Harrisville,
Q coda. Sand Beach, roit Huron,
8t. Clair, Oakland nouso, Manne Citj,
Every Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
special Sunday Trips ddrine July anil August.

OUR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Kates and Excursion Tickets will be furnished
by your Ticket Aeent, or address
E. 3. WHITCOMB, Gen'I Pass. Agent,

JL Plnvnlnnd Steam Nav. Co,

THE PIN HANDLE ROUTE.

—TO—

’ Cincinnati and the South-west,
St. Louis and the West and South
west.
Chicago and the North-West,
Pittsburgh,New York and the East,
Pullman, Palace Sleeping and Butte)
Cars arc Carried on all Express
Trains,
Atul mii'u connection in made through

GEO. R. RAKER,

MACKINAC,

is-* the
exact label on
each one of the
Pearl Pop
Chimeys.
— AND THE—
The dealer
may say and
’ONTKOI- THE—
think he has as
Direct,
Best
Equipped and
but he has not.
Best Managed Roads,
Insist upon the exact label
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO. COLTJIbLBTTS

Chicago, Si. Louis & Pitlslranli R. R. Co.

Will be held at the
SCHOOL ItOO.lI,

CENTRAL

similar

Pittsburili.CniciMli & Sl.Lonis R’y Co.

MEETINGS FOR THE

ol a dose of castor oil is nauseating.
When physic is necessary lor the little
ones, use Ayer's Cathartic Fills. They
are safe and pleasant to take. Try
them.

Syrup of Figs,
Manufactured only by the California
Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cftl., is
Nature’s Own True Laxative. This
pleasant California liquid fruit remedy
may be had at Greens Drug'Store and
large bottles at fifty cents or one dollar
It is the most pleasant, prompt, and
effective remedy known to cleanse the
system; to act on Liver, Kidneys, and
Bowels gently yet thoroughly: to dispel
Headaches, Colds, and Fevers; to cure
Constipation, Indigestion,fand kindred
ills.
28jlyly.

SUITS, HATS, SHIRTS, OVERALLS

’[Copyrighted 1888, by Wm. Ayres & Soxs.] *

IS87.
September..................... i................ 10 and 24
October....................................... . 8.and 22
November.................................... ..12 and 26
December...... .'............................... *..
10
18SS.
January.................... ..................
28
February............................... ...... 11-aml 25
March.................................. —.,...10 and 24
April;.............................................. 14 and 28
May..................................................
2G
June*....................
23
July.................... -...........................
28
August............................................
25
Coleman E. Boggs.
Clerk.
To most children, the hare suggestion

The Troy Times, reports that there is
a well-organized Republican club in
every town of 2000 inhabitants and up
ward in the State of New York.

he

Our line of Spring anil Summer NECKWEAR, and GENTS’
IT RJMSIIIVG GOODS is flic most attractive
ever displayed in the City.
.

Greatly Excited.
Not a few of the citizens of Mt. Ver
non have recently become greatly ex
cited over the astounding, facts, that
several of their friends who had been
pronounced by their physicians as in
curable and beyond all hope—suffering
with that dreaded monster Consump
tion—have been completely cured by
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump
tion, the only remedy that does cure all Won’t you buy this poor horse a
throat and lung diseases, Coughs, Colds,
5A Clipper Fly Net?
Asthma and Bronchitis.
Trial bottles free at G. R. Baker &
Son's (sign of Big Hand) Drug Store,
5a Lap Dusters
Fast Colon: will wash.
large bottles, $1.00.

GREAT ATTRACTIONS

SPRING

Every man lias a desire to clothe himself and boys, (if
has any.) as reasonable as possible.
1 can and
will supply you with the best

ioi

• •

■a? X3L X3XT Gt !

IL

•••

,

EXTRAETS

DRY

•••

I Lb CANS 201

Havorihg

H.W.JENNINGS&SON

•

•

MHCIOIIS

smuai

S’ ANI) CHILDREN’S

MEN,

aaUGGIST,
MT. VERNON,OHIO.
Sell all the Patent Medicine*

Union Depots nt tcrminiil stations lor
all points ncyoiul.
Has Pateht Return Flue Boiler; Wrought
For full id formal ion Apply to nearest
Iron aml'Sleel Wheels, with Springs in the ticket agent of the line named, or
Hub; 11-inch Steel Tire; Cushioned Gear,
J. Q. Rupee,

TirE AEH IIOKFlt

and all latest improvements. Imperial
District Passenger Agt„('ohiinhus, ().
Straw Stackers. Victoria Clover llullers.
E. A. Font),
Ask for catalogues, free. Threshers, nllaises. J as. M. MeCliKA,

12apr3m

.1. A. LONF.Y.
North Liberty, Ohio.

Advertise«I in thiw paper.
VI ircl I 8 .1581 .

HOTEL ROWLEY,

(ien’l Man’g’r.
Gen’l Pass. Agt.
. Pittsburgh, Penna.

STKVEXS A < O.,

DEALERS IN
SOUTH MAIN ST., MT. VERNON.OHIO.
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry,
FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY PARTICU
NO. 1 KREMLIN BLOCK,
LAR.
Mt.
Vernon.
O,
Telephone No. 89
LARGE SAMPLE ROOM ON FIRST
FLOOR.
No. 230 South Main Street.
JACOB M. STYEKS. l’rop’r.
The Largest and Most Complete Assort
William Bricker, in office.
ment of Foreign anil Native Granite Monu
----- BR A.KTOS------ments on hand which will be offered at Ex- qriTTCt
A "D'tT'T? tnar
be fmmd on tile nt
LxlXCJ "P
A Zxx
)». Rowell *Ou'« Ncwnnanoi , K1NIC CUT ANO PUUQ.
trimudv Low Prices. Be sure
call and
Advertising Bureau (TO Sprtioo St. I, where advert tnlng
Incomparably the Beat.
Contracts xnuy be made iei it

Mt. Vernon Rranile and Marble Works

MONUMENTS,

FOUNTAIN

IN NEW VUttlLs

